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Abstract
The kinesins motor proteins transport cellular cargo such as vesicles, organelles and chromosomes inside
cells. They walk along microtubule tracks and are using adenosine-triphosphate-(ATP)60 as an energy
source. The kinesin motor proteins move cellular cargo such as vesicles, organelles and chromosomes on
microtubule tracks. They are best known for their role in cell division and in axonal transport in neurons.
A defect in kinesin function leads to diseases, typically involving defective transport of cell components
or pathogens, or defects in cell division. Kinesin-1 is a dimeric molecular machine transporting vesicular
cargo while 18,70,164 while stepping 158 in a hand-over-handmanner 8,78,144,179 alongmicrotubules. Theme-
chanics of kinesinmotormotion has been studied extensively in the last decades. Because of the identical
subunits 88, the motor has been proposed to rotate during stepping69. For each step the motor is ex-
pected to rotate by 180-degree and a torque transferred from themotor head, through the stalk, onto the
motor bound cargo should then be visible as angular steps for every translational step. Yet, experiments
mostly done at lowATP concentrations only revealed occasional motor stalk reversals and an asymmetry
of consecutive steps, so-called limping, which was attributed to loads perpendicular to the microtubule
axis 8,46,59,66,71,175. The stepping rate of kinesin motors is slower at low ATP concentrations and faster at
higher ATP concentrations. At high, physiological ATP concentration, rotations have not been detected
because of long response times of rotational probes.
Recent work on intermediate states during stepping indicate continuous rotations73,113, however, di-
rect evidence for such rotational motion is lacking. Here, I used high-resolution optical tweezers com-
bined with a sensitive optical micro-protractor and torsion balance employing highly birefringent, liq-
uid crystalline probes to directly and simultaneously measure the translocation, rotation, and genera-
tion of force and torque of single kinesin-1 motors. Birefringent microspheres were chosen as optically
anisotropic probes and the synthesis standardized, so as to control the size and birefringence. Spherical
particles also simplify rotation calibration and measurement. I developed a fast and efficient protocol
to couple birefringent microspheres to bio-molecules making them versatile probes for single molecule
biological experiments. Due to their pico-Newton force range, sub-pN positional resolution and adapt-
ability for torque measurement, I used optical tweezers for single-molecule experiments with kinesin
motors. I modified a stable optical tweezers setup to resolve individual translational and rotational steps
of kinesin. Surprisingly, we found that motors translocating along microtubules at saturating ATP con-
centrations rotated unidirectionally producing significant torques on the probes. Accounting for the
rotational work, makes kinesin a highly efficient machine. Because motors also limped, these results
imply that themotor’s gait follows a rotary asymmetric hand-over-handmechanism. Ourmethod is gen-
erally applicable to study rotational motion of molecular machines and our findings implicate further
complexities for kinesin-driven cellular processes.
The results are consistent with a unidirectional rotation of kinesin motors in contrast to the current
asymmetric hand-over-hand model which resembles a human gait. Sustained uni-directional rotation
implies that, the motor head during stepping is not free to rotate. Thus, the head should be directly
guided from one binding site to the next, for example by electrostatic interactions 55. We also observed
that kinesin is capable of storing multiple twists within its stalk. Our method of rotation detection can
allow us to determine the compliance of individual motifs within the kinesin stalk. The rate at which
the stalk stores torque compared to torque relaxation, can lead to interesting insights about the nature
of intra-molecular friction. The detection andmeasurement of rotation using optical tweezers opens an
additional dimension to the study of single bio-molecules.
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German translation:
Detektion der Rotationsbewegung von Kinesin Motorproteinen mittels doppelbrechender
Mikrokugeln und hoch aufgelöster Optischer Pinzetten.
Die Kinesin Motorproteine transportieren zelluläre Fracht, wie z.B. Vesikel, Organellen und Chromo-
somen. Sie bestehen aus einem Dimer, laufen auf Mikrotubuli Filamenten, und nutzen adenosine-
triphosphate-(ATP) als Energiequelle60. Sie spielen eine wichtige Rolle bei der Zellteilung und im dem
axonemalen Transport in Neuronen. Kinesin-1 transportiert vesikuläre Fracht 18,70,164, indem es entlang
der Mikrotubuli 158 “hand-over-hand” Schritte 8,78,144,179 vollführt. In den letzten Jahrzenten wurde der
Mechanismus der Kinesin Motor Fortbewegung intensiv untersucht. Aufgrund der identischen Unter-
heinheiten 88 wurde vorgeschlagen, dass der Motor während des Laufens rotiert69. Es wurde erwartet,
dass der Motor bei jedem Schritt um 180rotiert und dadurch ein Drehmoment vomMotorkopf, über
den Stiel, auf die Motor-gebundene Fracht überträgt. Diese Rotation sollte dann als Rotationsschritt
für jeden einzelnen Translationsschritt beobachtbar sein. Jedoch zeigten Experimente, hauptsächlich
durchgeführt bei geringen ATP Konzentrationen, nur gelegentliche Stielumkehrungen (“stalk rever-
sals”) und eine Asymmetrie aufeinander folgende Schritte, so genanntes Hinken (“limping”), was Be-
lastungen perpendikulär zur Mikrotubulus Achse zugeschrieben wurde 8,46,59,66,71,175.
Kürzliche Arbeit über Zwischenzustände während des Laufens weist auf eine kontinuierliche Rota-
tion hin73,113, jedoch fehlt der direkte Nachweis für eine solche Rotationsbewegung. In dieser Arbeit
benutze ich eine hoch auflösende Optische Pinzette kombiniert mit einem sensitiven optischen Mikro-
Winkelmesser und einer Torsionswaage unter der Nutzung von stark doppelbrechenden, anisotropen
Proben, umdirektund simultanTranslokation,RotationundKraft- undDrehmomenterzeugung einzel-
nerKinesin-1Motoren zumessen. DoppelbrechendeMikrokugelnwurden als optisch anisotropeProben
ausgewählt und die Synthese selbiger standardisiert, um die Größe und optische Anisotropie kontrol-
lieren zu können. Kugelförmige Partikel erleichtern außerdem Rotationskalibration und -messung. Ich
entwickelte ein schnelles und effiziente Protokoll um doppelbrechende Mikrokugeln an Biomoleküle
zu koppeln, wodurch sie als Proben für biologische Einzelmolekülexperimente verwendbar wurden.
Wegen ihres Pikonewton Kraft Messbereiches, ihrer sub-pN Positionsauflösung und ihrer Anpassungs-
fähigkeit bei Drehmomentmessungen, habe ich eine Optische Pinzette für Einzelmolekülexperimente
mit Kinesinmotoren verwendet. Ich habe eine Optische Pinzette modifiziert um einzelne Translations-
undRotationsschritte eines Kinesins beobachten zu können. Überraschenderweise haben wir herausge-
funden, dass Motoren, die entlang von Mikrotubuli bei sättigender ATP Konzentration translozieren,
einseitig signifikantes Drehmoment auf die Probe übertragen. Bezogen auf die Rotationsarbeit ist Ki-
nesin eine hoch effiziente Maschine. Aufgrund der Tatsache, dass Motoren hinken, implizieren diese
Ergebnisse, dass der Gangart des Motors eine asymmetrische“hand-over-hand” Rotation zugrundeliegt.
Unsere Methode ist allgemein anwendbar, um Rotationsbewegungen molekularer Maschinen zu un-
tersuchen und unsere Erkentnisse implizieren weitere Komplexität der Kinesin-getriebenen zellulären
Prozesse.
Die Ergebnisse sind konsistent mit einer einseitigen Rotation von Kinesinmotoren, und sprechen
gegen das derzeitig anerkannte asymmetrische “hand-over-hand” Modell, das dem menschlichen Gang
gleicht. Fortwährende einseitigeRotation impliziert, dass derMotorkopfwährend des Laufens nicht frei
rotiert. Demnach sollte der Kopf direkt von einer Bindestelle zur nächsten geleitet werden, zum Beispiel
durch elektrostatische Interaktionen 55. Wir beobachteten auch dass der Stiel von Kinesin mehrere Ver-
windungen aufnehmen kann. Unsere Methode der Rotationsdetektion erlaubt uns die Compliance in-
dividueller Motive innerhalb des Kinesinstiels zu bestimmen. Die Rate mit der der Stiel Drehmoment
speichert, im Vergleich zur Relaxation des Drehmoments, kann zu interessanten Erkentnissen über die
Art intramolekularer Reibung führen. Der Nachweis und die Vermessung der Rotationmittels der Op-
tischen Pinzette stellen eine weitere Dimension bereit einzelne Biomoleküle zu untersuchen.
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0
Introduction
Motor proteins are microscopic machines which consume ATP as fuel, to perform mechanical work 161.
Three types of cytoplasmic motors are known: myosins, which move on actin filaments, and, dyneins
and kinesins, which use microtubules as tracks (Figure 1). The protein structure of these two groups
varies significantly, although each of these proteins hydrolyzes ATP, converting chemical energy to work.
The ATP hydrolysis domain, which brings about the conversion is much smaller compared to the whole
protein but a structural change at this point produces a chain reaction within multiple domains in the
protein bringing about the stepping motion. An individual motor protein consists of a motor domain,
structural or stalk domain, some flexible linkers, and a cargobindingdomain. Variations in these domains
at an amino acid level enabling these proteins to perform different functions inside cells. The group as a
whole is called the motor protein super-family 146.
The kinesin and themyosin family has been extensively studied. Crystallography and other structural
1
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Figure 1: ATP dependent transport of cellular cargo by kinesin on microtubules.
Kinesins carry cellular cargo over microtubules in a stepping manner. Hydrolysis of one ATP powers the individual step.
The ATP hydrolysis domain and the microtubule binding domain is a part of the so called ‘motor head’. The motor head
binds to the tubulin dimers in an alternaধng hand-over-hand manner.
studies reveal that key amino acid residues in these families are similar 161. Within an individual super-
family, motors may function as monomers, dimers, trimers or tetramers. These motors require micro-
tubules or actin as tracks to walk on. Some motors are extremely processive, i.e. they move over longer
distances without detaching, while others are not so. Two super-families of microtubule-based motor
proteins have been discovered, kinesins and dyneins. Genetic and protein screening has fueled an explo-
sive discovery of new microtubule-based motor proteins. More than 90 kinesin sequences are presently
entered into the sequence data base 114,115,119. The kinesin motors are found in all eukaryotes. The yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome encodes one dynein and six kinesin genes 171. Interest in motor pro-
teins derives from their dynamic role in many essential cell biological process. An absence of functional
molecular motors is cause of certain diseases45,109. Microtubule-based motility is vital for cell survival.
Segregation of chromosomes during cell division 182, transport of intracellular membrane organelles67,
localization of cytoplasmicmRNA 112, asymmetric localization ofmorphogens99 in early embryos, trans-
port of pigment granules 21 are well-known processes that require kinesin transport. In this thesis, I am
interested in kinesins, which employ microtubules as tracks and their processivity varies within the fam-
ily.
2
To achieve intracellular transport, molecular motors exert force on intra-cellular cargo due to their
stepping motion on microtubular tracks. The stepping has been shown to be due to conformational
changes in theprotein structurewhich is a result ofATPhydrolysis2(Figure 1). The conventionalmicrotubule-
motor has the remarkable ability to take multiple steps along amicrotubule before dissociating. The ob-
servation that single kinesin molecules can transport microtubules or microspheres was first shown by
Howard et al. 70 and byBlock et al. 18 respectively. Single kinesin molecules moving along microtubules
have been observed by tracking a single fluorescent dye molecule attached to kinesin by Vale 161 . Proces-
sivity has also been detected by ATPase measurements, which show that a kinesin molecule undergoes
multiple rounds of ATP hydrolysis per encounter with a microtubule, 54,60,106 undertaking hundreds of
successive 8-nm steps, hydrolyzing one ATPmolecule per step.
It is possible to probe these systems at the single-motor level with high resolution, due to advances
in single molecule biophysical techniques. A number of microscopy techniques have been developed to
assay discrete displacements or steps produced by single kinesin motor proteins. In 1994, Svoboda &
Block 157 showed that dimeric kinesin moves with 8-nm incremental steps along a microtubule as mea-
suredwith optical tweezers, with a high-resolutionmotion detector. The dimension of these steps corre-
sponds to the distance between sequential tubulin dimers along amicrotubule protofilament 34,85. These
findings indicate that the kinesin motor undergoes a stepping motion from one binding site to the next
along a microtubule. The currently favored model for kinesin stepping movement is the “hand-over-
hand” mechanism (Figure 2). In this mechanism, the heads of kinesin move forward in an alternating
way, exchanging leading, and trailing roles at each step. It was observed by Asbury et al. 8 that alternat-
ing steps of kinesin vary in time they require to take the next step, the dwell time. This variation is called
“limping” of kinesin motors and is attributed to the asymmetric nature of hand-over-hand mechanism.
In an asymmetric hand-over-handmechanism, the individual heads of kinesinmove in an alternating left
and right manner, similar to the motion of our legs while walking. Another model of kinesin motion
is the “symmetric hand-over-hand” mechanism(Figure 2). Because kinesin exists as a homo-dimer, it is
expected that both the heads of kinesin function in the sameway or symmetrically. The symmetric hand-
over-hand mechanism, like the asymmetric mechanism, suggests an alternating motion of kinesin heads
over microtubules, with the exception that the heads continue to travel in one of the direction left or
right. Kinesin motors are homo-dimers 88 attached at the so-called stalk through a coiled-coil structure.
It is proposed that the stepping translation of kinesins must be accompanied by rotation69 of the stalk.
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If kinesin were a nearly rigid molecule, 180reorientations of the stalk would be anticipated whenever
the two heads exchange positions during stepping. Experiments at low ATP concentrations however,
reveal only occasional motor stalk reversals and an asymmetry of consecutive steps attributed to loads
perpendicular to the microtubule axis 8,46,59,66,71,175. Recent work on intermediate states during stepping
indicates continuous rotations73,113, however, direct evidence is lacking.
I decided to probe this question further and apply an interdisciplinary approach to understand the
torsional motion of kinesin. To observe any rotation while a single kinesin steps, I employed optical
tweezers and modified them to detect torque with the help of birefringent microspheres.
Optical tweezers are an ideal tool to study the forces and distances inherent in molecular motor pro-
cesses. These devices are based on the premise that photons carry momentum, hence, if the direction
of a photon is altered, by scattering or by refraction, a force is exerted on the scattering or on the re-
fractive interface. This force is negligible on macroscopic objects as compared to smaller objects, like
microspheres, the effect of this force is significant. As the name suggests optical tweezers can effectively
orient a dielectricmicroscopic object in a three-dimensional plane. Since their invention, optical tweezers
have been used to study many biological systems, e. g., myosin motor proteins 12, DNA polymerase 108,
the elasticity of DNA 170, the unfolding of proteins 183, membrane tube formation86, and the polymeriza-
tion ofmicrotubules 30. Forces up to 1 nano-Newtonwith sub-picoNewton resolution and displacement
down to a few angstroms can be measured with this technique75,142. The versatility of optical tweezers
allows them to be combined with multiple microscopic tools, facilitating simultaneous characterization
of diverse molecular activity. Constructing stable traps with the capability of high resolution detection
and repeatable precision is demanding. Such devices require temperature control and unique housing
to avoid thermal, electric and acoustic fluctuations. The scope of single molecule motility assays with
optical tweezers is also limited by the probes employed for the experiment.
Todetect rotationalmotion, we employedhighly birefringent, liquid crystalline probes to directly and
simultaneously measure the translocation, rotation, and force and torque production of single kinesin-1
motors. birefringent microspheres have an advantage that they have an isotropic shape of a sphere, mak-
ing displacement, force and size calibration easier compared to other anisotropic probes like polymer
nano-rods and quartz crystals41,151. The anisotropy required to detect rotation arises from the specific
alignment of themesogens in the liquid crystalline material. A birefringent microsphere changes the po-
larization of incident light relative to the angle of the director axis of the particle with respect to the angle
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Figure 2: Proposed models of the stepping mechanism of kinesin
Kinesins carry cellular cargo over microtubules in a stepping manner. Hydrolysis of one ATP powers the individual step.
The ATP hydrolysis domain and the microtubule binding domain is a part of the so called ‘motor head’. The motor head
binds to the tubulin dimers in a alternaধng hand-over-hand manner.
of the light polarization. The birefringentmicrospheres align with the linear polarization of the incident
laser beam and any rotational fluctuations can be detected with a very high angular and temporal reso-
lution using a quadrant photo-diode. Interestingly, I was able to observe these microspheres rotate with
a very high frequency upon interaction with circularly polarized light. The birefringent microspheres
were calibrated and characterized for detecting steps of kinesin and angular motion around the axis par-
allel to the propagation of light also called yaw. In this process, I was also able to, for the first time to my
knowledge, observe the phenomenon of pitch and roll of these microspheres.
Using a combinationof themethods above,wewere able toobserve interesting features of the rotation-
stepping mechanism of kinesin. At saturating ATP concentrations, I found that motors rotated unidi-
rectionally producing significant torques on the probes. Observing the individual steps, we were able
to infer that the motor is capable of 180 rotation per step. Our method is generally applicable to study
rotary motion of molecular machines and our findings have implications for cargo transport and other
motor activities such as microtubule bundling during mitosis.
This thesis describes the various approaches and associated results to understand how molecular ki-
nesin motors work.
The first chapter in this thesis discusses the necessity of having anisotropic probes for detecting ro-
tational motion at the microscopic scale. The chapter further elucidates the various innovative probes
used by previous researchers and their respective applicability for detecting microscopic torques. I then
go on to present the novel probes synthesized byme for detecting kinesin rotation, and the challenges to
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couple these to biological molecules.
The second chapter introduces the characteristics of optical tweezers, which make them ideal for my
experiments. I then go on to show the methods required to modify an optical tweezers to the so called,
optical–micro-protractor, a device which allows precise and sensitive measurement of microscopic an-
gular motion. The chapter also enlists the various protocols of calibrating such a device for detecting
microscopic torques.
The last chapter presents results for the single molecule motility assays of kinesin motor protein. I
describe kinesinmotion onmicrotubules and the specific problemof the torsional stiffness of kinesin as a
facilitator of transferring and storing torque. I also present single-moleculemotion of kinesin comprised
of both translation and rotation of birefringent microspheres, using our micro-protractor.
Finally, I discuss possible experiments to understand the role of individual domains of kinesin in step-
ping and torsion, with the system I established. I also comment on the role of birefringent microspheres
as efficient probes for optical tweezers.
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“We demand rigidly deﬁned areॼ of doubt and uncer-
tainty!”
Douglas Adams
1
Liquid crystalline birefringent microspheres
Microspheres as probes, are indispensable tools for observing and manipulating biological
molecules. Microspheres range in sizes from 0.1 μm to 100 μm and available as fluorescent, magnetic
or birefringent. These versatile probes have found application in the fields of drug delivery 39, micro-
rheology 84,118,155, fluorescence imaging 104, cell sorting 17 and force transduction andmeasurement inmag-
netic and optical tweezers (Chapter 2) 20,52,74,168.
Owing to theirmonodispersity andphysical and chemical characteristics, dielectric silica orpolystyrene
microspheres are often used as optical-trapping probes. The optical properties of thesematerials together
with the size determine the trapping efficiency, specifically the displacement sensitivity and the trap stiff-
ness. However, using only a single, homogeneous, isotropic, unstructured material limits the range of
trapping properties and thereby the applications of optical tweezers. Novelmicrospheresmay have prop-
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erties which are lacking in polystyrene and silica microspheres. These custom-made microspheres either
enable the generation of high-forces, a higher force/time resolution75 or the possibility to apply andmea-
sure torques 16,50,92,131.
Over the years, applying andmeasuringmicroscopic torquewas of interest to answerquestions inbiol-
ogy and physics. Optical andmagnetic tweezers are often the tools of choice when small molecules, weak
forces and torques are to bemeasured. As probes, polystyrenemicrospheres lack the inherent anisotropy
required toobservemicroscopic rotation. Othermaterials like vaterite7,84,103,118,166,174 andquartz41,92,130,139
are optically anisotropic and employed for rotation assays in optical tweezers. The limitations with these
crystals is that their synthesis and surface coupling to bio-compatible molecules is often not possible.
Vogel et al. 166 have shown a successful synthesis and surface modification of vaterite particles but to the
best of my knowledge, complete biological assays using these microspheres are still lacking.
In this chapter, the application of liquid crystal microspheres as probes for inducing and measuring
microscopic torque is discussed. The chapter starts with an introduction to liquid crystals, followed
by their chemical properties, synthesis, polymerization and finally surface modification and protein cou-
pling. The optical properties are discussed in the subsequent chapter. The probes employed for trapping
are interchangeably referred to as microspheres or simply particles in this thesis.
1.1 Liquid crystals and liquid crystalline phases
1.1.1 States of matter and liquid crystals
Matter is most often classified as being in a solid, liquid, and gas phase depending on the amount of
kinetic energy and the molecular structure. A mesophase exists between solids and liquids, also known
as the liquid crystals.
In 1888, Reinitzer 137 , while conducting experiments on cholesteryl benzoate, discovered a strange phe-
nomenon. Reinitzer was trying to figure out the correct formula andmolecular weight of cholesterol but
he realized that cholesteryl benzoatewhenheated,melts at 145 C to formamilky liquid, and at 179 C the
milky liquid becomes clear. When the substance is cooled, the reverse processes occur: The clear liquid
turns milky at 179 C , and the milky liquid solidifies at 145 C . Eventually Lehmann 97 realized that the
cloudy liquid was a new state of matter and coined the term “liquid crystal”. Liquid-crystals, much like
their name suggests, are mesophases which possess similarities to liquids as well as to solid crystals94.
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Figure 1.1: Temperature dependent phases of liquid crystals and the director axis.
Liquid crystals like most solids exhibit diﬀerent phases with an increase in temperature. Each ellipsoid represents one
mesogen molecule. The verধcal red arrow indicates the direcধon of the director axis ‘n’ of the liquid crystal (adapted
from Andrienko 6 ). The pictures at the boħom show the state of mesogen RM257 at temperatures of 30 C , 80 C ,
120 Cand 140 C . It is interesধng to see, two milky mesophases at 80 Cand 120 Cand the transparent liquid at
140 C (clearing temperature of RM257 is 127 C ).
In this liquid-crystalline phase, the molecules of a liquid crystal, or “mesogens” have a partial orienta-
tional order and partial translational order as seen in Figure 1.1. Liquid crystals haveweak inter-molecular
forceswhichhold themolecules together. These forces are easily affectedby changes in temperature, pres-
sure, and electromagnetic fields and can be visualized from the orientation of individual mesogen or by
observing the interaction of bulk liquid crystal with electric, magnetic or electromagnetic fields 32. A liq-
uid crystalline phase can be attained by changing temperature as discussed above or throughmechanisms
co-dependent or independent of the temperature as discussed below.
1.1.2 Lyotropic, Thermotropic and Amphotropic phases
Depending on the mechanism of formation of the mesophasic state, liquid crystals can be categorized
as lyotropic, thermotropic and amphotropic. The mesogenic molecules which self-assemble at a specific
concentration in a solvent are called lyotropic liquid crystals and are ubiquitous in everyday life (e.g. Tele-
vision screens, soaps, some clays etc.) and in biological systems, forming bilayers, micelles, and vesicles.
Thermotropic liquid crystal phases occur in specific temperature ranges. The typical method to obtain
thermotropic liquid crystal phase is to heat up a certain solid or cool down a certain liquid. Usually
as temperature decreases, the material increases its degree of order and may go through different liquid
crystalline phases before it turns to a crystal. Amphotropic liquid crystals exhibit both lyotropic and
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thermotropic properties. Through the rest of this thesis only thermotropic liquid crystals are discussed.
A thermotropic liquid crystal exhibits a variety of temperature dependent phases. Several degrees of
orientational and positional order can exist due to different arrangements of the molecules at different
temperatures. In this way, several liquid crystal phases were identified for the first time by Friedel 48
and classified as either nematic or smectic. Each of these phases shows a unique alignment of individual
mesogens with respect to their neighbors.
1.1.3 Nematic and Smectic phases
The simplest of the phases is the nematic phase. The word nematic originates from the Greek word
νήμα (nema), meaning “thread”. Thread-like topological defects are often observed in nematic liquid
crystals, hence “nema”. In a nematic phase, themesogens or the rod-shapedmolecules have no positional
order, but they self-alignwith their long axis roughly beingparallel to have long-range directional order93.
Nematic liquid crystals exhibit an average orientational order only along the long axis of the molecules
(director, n), while their centers of mass are distributed isotropically (Figure 1.1). The nematic phase
is also the one observed at the highest temperature. Cooling a nematic phase leads to another level of
ordering in the form of a layered structure, representative of a one-dimensional positional order called
the smectic phase. A particular type ofmesogen, when subjected to increasing temperatures, may exhibit
various smectic phases followed by the nematic phase and finally the isotropic phase 33. The classification
of different mesophases as described here is valid for rod-like molecules, also known as calamitic liquid
crystals. Over time, different geometric molecular shapes have also been shown to display mesomorphic
behavior. Chandrasekhar discovered the discotic liquid crystal phase 29 andmore recently banana-shaped
molecules 125 andmetallomesogens 150 have received considerable interest. Discotic liquid crystals involve
flat, disk-like molecules and exist in a nematic or smectic phase.
In this study, liquid crystal microsphere synthesis was carried out by first synthesizing calamitic liquid
crystals and then locking them in the nematic phase.
1.1.4 Orientational order and optical anisotropy in nematic liquid crystals
The order parameter is a means to describe the amount of orientational order that a liquid crystal pos-
sesses. It is defined by averaging the function 12(3cos2θ   1) for all the liquid crystal molecules, where θ
is the angle between the director ‘n’ and the molecule axis 33. The order parameter can range from 0 to 1,
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but often ranges from 0.3 to 0.9; 0 refers to no order (complete disorder, like an isotropic liquid), and 1
refers to complete order (like a solid) 33,105.
As shown in Figure 1.1, an individual mesogen in a liquid crystal is not parallel to the director.Only on
average, a group has a parallel alignment93. This alignment occurs due to attractive van derWaals forces,
and due to conservation of packing energy. The correlations in the positions between the centers of
gravity of neighboring nematicmesogens (order parameter) are similar to those existing in a conventional
liquid, because nematic liquid crystals flow like liquids. The order of nematic liquid crystals is observable
in its macroscopic tensor properties: for instance, a nematic birefringent microspheres is uniaxial, with
the optical axis along n. The ordering of individual molecules in a liquid crystalline phase is extensive
and extends up to the entire domain size (few micrometers). This ordering is usually not observed as a
macroscopic effect like for the macroscopic crystal shape as seen for solid liquid crystals. However, the
final shape can be imposed using boundaries or via an applied electric field, to enforce a single ordered
domain in a macroscopic liquid crystal. The ordering in a liquid crystal might extend along only one
dimension, with the material being essentially disordered in the other two direction 33,42
Since the objective of this thesis is to synthesize birefringent microspheres, it is imperative to under-
stand the properties of liquid crystals suspended in a medium.
1.1.5 Liquid crystals in confined Geometries
When a liquid crystal is confined by a surface, the alignment of individual mesogens is defined by com-
peting intra- and inter-molecular forces (also called “surface anchoring”). A colloidal liquid crystal dif-
fers from conventional liquid crystal formations in that, its structure and shape is governed only by the
intra-molecular forces and the temperature. One example of a confined liquid crystal that has attracted
particular interest fromphysicists is the nematic droplet. Independent of themethod used, phase separa-
tion43,140, encapsulation 27,44, or permination 35,36, these systems have one underlying theme: a symmetry
breaking non-planar confinement imposed by the surrounding matrix.
In 1904, Otto Lehmann reported the confinement of liquid crystals 172. Lehmannwas able to suspend
large droplets of nematic liquid crystal in a viscous isotropicmediumwhile observing these droplets with
a polarizing microscope, he was able to comment on the relation of the director configuration with that
of thematerial composing the liquid crystal. Spherical nematic droplets gained interest only towards the
end of the last century, when it was discovered that sub-micrometer andmicrometer droplets could easily
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Figure 1.2: An illustraধon of non-polymeric and polymeric birefringent microspheres.
a) non-polymeric and b) polymeric birefringent microspheres. The ellipsoids represent the individual mesogen and the
blue lines connecধng these mesogens in b) represents polymerizaধon. The (-Ac) indicates exposed Acrylate groups. The
concentraধon of ellipsoids at the ante-poles represent boojums and the lines of ellipsoid indicates director axis ‘n’.
be dispersed in a rigid polymer binder by either phase separation43,140 or emulsification44.
Our system consists of solid droplets of the nematic liquid precursor (RM257) in the nematic liquid
crystalline phase (polymerized or non-polymerized, Figure 1.2) dispersed in a liquid (aqueous solution).
1.1.6 Colloidal birefringent microspheres
Microspheres capable of rotating under the influence of light have found application in interesting fields
such as micro-rheometers 155, optical switches 27 and as microfluidic stirrers and valves. Many commer-
cially available non-birefringent colloidal (like CuO) particles have the ability to absorb light, thus sub-
stantial optical forces can be exerted on them. It is possible to exert torsional forces on these (absorptive)
particles as shown by Friese et al. 49 with elliptically polarized laser beams and by He et al. 64 , Simpson
et al. 154 using beams with helical phase structure . A drawback of this technique is the inability to rotate
particles at a higher rate and the biological incompatibility due tomaterial toxicity. An absorptive system
may overheat depending on the power of incident light. Heating can be avoided by using transparent
optically anisotropic (birefringent) particles.
In 1936, Beth 14 showed that torque can be imparted on a quartz wave-plate due to a change in polar-
ization of transmitted light. The wave-plate used by Beth for his experiments was 10:7cm in diameter.
Measuring and imparting torque at the microscopic scale requires that a given amount of light should
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be able to rotate the director of the particle sufficiently, so as to create a measurable change, detectable in
a cross-polarized setup. Early experiments with microscopic birefringent particles were carried out with
crushed fragments of a crystal of ‘Iceland spar’ calcite 50.
Recently, more convenient and reproducible sources for particles which could be rotated have been
employed. These particles can be classified into three groups 140: (i) fluoropolymer latex particles, (ii)
inorganic particles, and (iii) particles made by emulsification of liquid crystals.
The fluoropolymer particles made with PTFE40 have a very high director order (crystallinity of 70-80
%) with a birefringence of Δn 0.04. However, these particles are not spherical (rod-shaped) and their
diameters are small (150 nm), making them difficult to handle.
Quartz (Δn 0.009), calcite (Δn 0.15) and vaterite (Δn 0.1) particles represent the group of in-
organic birefringent materials. The particles too have a high director order, and correspondingly high
birefringence. However, there are drawbacks when it comes to applicability. They are poly-crystalline,
their shape or size is difficult to control, they dissolve in acid and buffers and their surfaces are difficult
to modify. Many inorganic particles exhibit birefringence due to their particular shape. When parti-
cles with one refractive index and an anisotropic shapes, such as rods, are suspended in a medium with
a different refractive index, they exhibit “form birefringence”. Bio-molecules like collagen and micro-
tubules exhibit form birefringence due to their filamentous nature. A notable exception to this case
are the spherical vaterite particles. These particles can be grown in a controllable manner, to as large
as a few microns and a surface modification protocol is already established by Vogel et al. 166 . Though,
spherical vaterite particles smaller than a few micrometers have not been synthesized. Vaterite has been
a favorite candidate for surface modification. Kim & Lee 81 used fluo-silicic acid to enhance acid resis-
tance of calcium carbonate crystals18 while, Zhang et al. 181 modified the surface of Calcium carbonate
crystals using wax grafting maleic anhydride (MA-g-PEW) coupling agent, Walsh et al. 167 coated vaterite
micro-sponges with PVC polymer to stabilize the particles against short term dissolution. Fuchigami
et al. 51 produced hemispherical hollow silica micro-capsules by applying a silica coating onto hollow va-
terite particles. Nieminen et al. 123 mentioned silica coating of vaterite microspheres for tailoring their
optical properties. Vogel et al. 166 used mixed layer coatings of silica and organo-silica to stabilize and
functionalize vaterite microspheres and make them applicable for biological experiments. Other tech-
niques that have been attempted involve spin or spray coating, plasma treatment, micro-encapsulation,
mechanical/chemical treatment, sputtering, physical vapor deposition, ionic beam, and chemical vapor
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Figure 1.3: Chemical structure of molecules involved in synthesis of surface modiﬁed birefringent microspheres.
Chemical structure of molecules involved in synthesis of surface modiﬁed birefringent microspheres. RM257 is a sym-
metric di-acrylate capable of polymerizaধon and acrylate coupling with mPEG-acrylate and NHS-Acrylate. Darocur 1173
is the photo-iniধator catalyst which acধvates the acrylate groups. The numbers in blue and the red arrows indicate the
charge on the respecধve atoms. The charges were computed by Jmol (hħp://www.jmol.org/).
deposition 178.
The third class of optically anisotropic colloids is liquid crystal emulsions. The optical properties of
these ordered materials have potential for use as birefringent colloidal or as viewing correction films 165,
since theyhave ahighbirefringenceΔn 0.25 at 589nm 24 for 4-biphenylyl 4-(6-acryloyloxy-hexyloxy)benzoate.
The optical properties can be stabilized over a wide operating temperature range, by capturing the ne-
matic order by photo-polymerization. One way to prepare these particles is by dispersing the liquid
crystal into a co-flowing, surfactant-laden continuous phase via a narrow orifice. The particle size is a
function of the diameter of the orifice, the velocity of the continuous phase, the extrusion rate, and the
viscosity and interfacial tension of the two phases. Highly mono-disperse birefringent particles as small
as 2 μm can be prepared by this method 160. To synthesize small (200 nm to 2 μm ) birefringent micro-
spheres, I employed a precipitation method using nematic liquid-crystal mesogen RM257.
The following section will elaborate on the protocol modified from Sandomirski et al. 140 . The pro-
tocol involves the precipitation of RM257 diacrylate mesogen as polymerized or un-polymerized micro-
spheres in an aqueous medium, in the presence or absence of photo-initiator Darocur 1173 (Figure 1.3)
respectively. As shown in Figure 1.3 the molecules NHS-acrylate andmPEG-acrylate are used for protein
coupling and surface passivation respectively.
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Figure 1.4: Graphical representaধon of the protocol for synthesis of birefringent microspheres.
(i) Heat Ethanol to 55 C , dissolve RM257 and/or photo-iniধator Darocur 1173 in it, ‘Soluধon-A’. (ii) Heat water or
ethanol/water mixture on a separate heaধng plate to 75 C , add soluধon-A in a drop wise manner while constantly
sধrring the soluধon, ‘Soluধon-B’. (iii) Evaporate soluধon-B ধll all the added ethanol evaporates. (Cool at RT). (iv) To make
polymerized microspheres, maintain soluধon-B at 75 Cand irradiate with UV.
1.2 Synthesis of birefringent RM257 microspheres
The fabrication procedure starts by dissolving the nematic liquid crystal precursor in an organic solvent
at elevated temperatures. Subsequently, evaporation of the solvent causes a precipitation of spherical
particles into the aqueous solution (Figure 1.4) 140. The microsphere size and polydispersity can be con-
trolled by varying the amount of liquid crystal precursor, volume of the organic solvent, and evaporation
rate. At room temperature, the microspheres are solid. Addition of a photo-initiator to the reactionmix
before precipitation enables the cross-linking of the mesogen. In this manner, a fixed orientation can be
locked, which makes the microspheres more robust at higher temperatures and increases their shelf-life.
The birefringence of polymerized microspheres is lower than that of non-polymerized ones 140. How-
ever, polymerizedmicrospheres remain suspended for a longer time and can be suspended in ethanol for
centrifugation. The microspheres can be functionalized using silica chemistry once a silica coating has
been added or by acrylate chemistry.
1.2.1 Chemical properties of liquid crystal precursor, RM257
The achiral diacrylate, RM257 (Merck)27 is also known as 4-(3-Acryloyloxypropyloxy)-benzoesure-2-
methyl-1, 4-phenylester. The systematic name is 2-Methylbenzene-1, 4-diyl bis4-[3-(acryloyloxy)propoxy]
benzoate. Themolecular weight is 588.60 and the bulk index of refraction is 1.564. At room temperature
RM257 exists as a white amorphous solid. RM257 is crystalline up to 65 C , nematic up to 127 C , and
isotropic above 127 C (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.5: Isogyres of birefringent microspheres observed in a polarizaধon microscope.
a) Birefringent beads of diﬀerent sizes diﬀract diﬀerent amount of light. The vials from the leđ to right have an average
bead size of 1.2 μm , 1μm , 0.8 μmand 0.4 μm respecধvely. b) The synthesized RM257 microspheres are tested for
birefringence from the Maltese-cross paħerns (isogyres) observable with a polarizing microscope. The image was taken
by rotaধng the microspheres-sample on a Zeiss Axio Imager-A2m polarizaধon microscope.
RM257 is a unique mesogen, in that it has terminal acrylate groups which can be used for polymeriza-
tion with other RM257 or acrylate groups from other compounds. UV-curing in the presence of photo-
initiator Darocur 1173 activates the terminal acrylate groups catalyzing polymerization.
Photo-initiator
The photo-initiator mixed with the RM257 is Darocur 1173 (Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc.). Darocur
1173 is a versatile, highly efficient liquid photo-initiator which is used to initiate the polymerization of
chemically unsaturated prepolymers like the achiral diacrylate RM257. The systematic name of Darocur
1173 is 2-Hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-propan-1-one and its molecular weight is 164.2.
1.2.2 Procedure for synthesis of birefringent microspheres
The procedure for synthesizing birefringent microsphere relies on the insolubility of the RM257 liquid-
crystal precursor and its nematic nature at temperatures above 70 C . Briefly, I weigh RM257 powder
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and dissolve it in preheated organic solvent like ethanol. Darocur 1173 is added at this step if polymerized
microspheres are desired. The solution is stirred at 55 C till RM257 is completely dissolved. This solu-
tion is then transferred in a drop-wise manner to another preheated solution of ethanol and water. This
temperature should be greater than 70 C , the nematic temperature of RM257. The ratio of ethanol
to water can be varied from 0 to 1 to get smaller or larger particles respectively. The ethanol water solu-
tion is stirred at 75 C till the entire amount of ethanol evaporates completely (Figure 1.4). The rate of
evaporation can be controlled by covering the beaker with an aluminum foil with holes cut out. The di-
ameter of these holes can then be adjusted to adjust the evaporation rate. The birefringent microspheres
are observed as turbid white suspension. The turbidity of the solution is also a rough way to estimate
the size of microspheres (Figure 1.5 a). The birefringent microspheres when observed in a polarizing mi-
croscope show a characteristic interference pattern (isogyres) (Figure 1.5 b). The isogyres for a uniaxial
liquid-crystal like RM257 changes intensity as the polarization of light is rotated from 0 to 90 degrees.
The interference pattern has the maximum intensity when the fast axis of light is parallel to the direc-
tor axis of the birefringent microspheres and looks like a “dumb-bell”, at an angle perpendicular to the
fast axis, the intensity is minimum, the interference pattern observed as a “maltese-cross”. The individ-
ual mesogens are aligned in an averagely parallel manner towards the center of the microsphere. The
surface-tension forces the mesogens to curve around the microsphere as shown in Figure 1.2a. The two
termini along the axis of the birefringent microspheres are called “boojums”, these are usually the points
of surface defects in these microspheres.
The suspension can be irradiated with ultra violet light(UV) light for 30 to 60 minutes to polymerize
these microspheres. The UV intensity, the distance of UV source to the suspension and the time of
incidence decides the rate of polymerization. The polymerized microsphere suspension can be observed
as light yellow in color. The orientation ofmesogens is locked due to end-to-end acrylate polymerization
of the individual mesogens (Figure 1.2b). The polymerized birefringent microspheres are more stable
than the un-polymerized ones with respect to the shelf-life and, tolerance to centrifugation andwashing.
The microsphere synthesis protocol is described in greater detail in appendix A.2.3.
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Figure 1.6: Reacধon mechanism of acrylate polymerizaধon.
The terminal acrylate groups on RM257, mPEG-Acrylate and NHS-Acrylate are acধvated by photo-iniধator, Darocur
1173. Since the RM257 is polymerized post crystallizaধon into the liquid crystal state, end-to-end linear polymerizaধon
is encouraged. A non-polymeric and a polymeric microspheres are assumed to expose free acrylate groups on the sur-
face which then can couple with the acrylate groups of mPEG and NHS, in case the surface of the microspheres is to be
modiﬁed for protein coupling.
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Figure 1.7: Acধvaধon of birefringent parধcles to couple biological molecules.
Birefringent microspheres have acrylate groups on their surface. These groups aﬀord an eﬃcient and easy mechanism
to couple molecules with similar acrylate groups through photo polymerizaধon. This protocol can be used to synthesize
non-polymeric (a) and polymeric (b) protein coupled birefringent microspheres.
1.3 Surface modification of birefringent microspheres
The use of colloidal microspheres can be exploited fully by coupling functional molecules to their sur-
face. Surface modification can make fragile colloidal particles stable, improve optical properties75 and,
allow biological experiments. Colloidal liquid crystals can be silica coated to keep them emulsified and
to make them more robust. Bio-molecules like motor proteins, covalently attached to the birefringent
microsphere surface are a stable system for invitro single molecule experiments. Decorating these micro-
sphere surfaces with poly ethylene glycol brush prevents non-specific binding of these microspheres to
the glass walls of the sample chamber, and to other proteins.
In this thesis two approaches were attempted: The silica coating of RM257 particles and the surface
modification and functionalization via acrylate coupling.
1.3.1 Surface chemistry of RM257 birefringent particles
The reaction scheme for surface modification of RM257 microspheres is shown in Figure 1.6. Of partic-
ular interest are methoxy-polyethylene glycol (mPEG) andN-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS-ester) moieties
which passivate the microsphere surface and present specific active areas to allow binding of single pro-
tein molecules (like kinesin) respectively. PEGs are long (ethyleneoxide-) chained hydrocarbons which
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forman inert layer onmicrosphere surface. Methoxy-PEGforms adense brush around theNHS-protein,
to block unspecific binding of protein to the microspheres surface. The PEGylation of the surface also
blocks the microspheres from unspecific sticking to the surface of sample chamber. NHS esters are reac-
tive groups formed by carbodiimide-activation of carboxylate molecules. NHS ester-activated crosslink-
ers and labeling compounds react with primary amines in physiologic to slightly alkaline conditions (pH
7.2 to 9) to yield stable amide bonds. The reaction releases N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS). The indi-
vidual PEGs and NHS ester are acrylate functionalized to facilitate acrylate polymerization to exposed
acrylate groups on the microsphere surface. The terminal acrylate groups of participating molecules (see
Figure 1.6) and NHS ester molecules passively couple to amine groups on proteins. NHS ester-activated
crosslinkers and labeling compounds react with primary amines in physiological and alkaline conditions
(pH 7.2 to 9) to yield stable amide bonds65.
Note that, hydrolysis of the NHS ester competes with the primary amine reaction. The rate of NHS
hydrolysis increases with an increase in buffer pH and temperature, thus decreasing crosslinking effi-
ciency. The half-life of hydrolysis for NHS-ester compounds is 4 to 5 hours at pH 7.0 and 0 C . This
half-life decreases to 10minutes at pH 8.6 and 4 C . The extent of NHS-ester hydrolysis in aqueous so-
lutions free of primary amines can be measured at 260 to 280 nm, because the NHS byproduct absorbs
in that range. NHS-ester crosslinking reactions aremost commonly performed in phosphate, carbonate-
bicarbonate, HEPES or borate buffers at pH 7.2 to 8.5 for 0.5 to 4 hours at 4 C . Primary amine buffers
such as Tris (TBS) are not compatible, because they compete for reaction65.
The surfacemodificationofbirefringentmicrospheres requires aworkingunderstandingof themolecules
involved in the reaction. The charge distribution of individual molecular domains with respect to the
medium they are suspended in, decides the functional groups available on the microsphere surface.
Visualizing the partial charge of the atoms in a molecule is a good approach to understand its inter-
actions. Typically, an atom with the greater partial charge, is more susceptible to associate with other
atoms where the partial charge is opposite in magnitude. The partial charge of molecules involved in
our experiments, namely RM257, Darocur 1173, NHS-Acrylate and mPEG-Acrylate (methoxy-PEG) is
calculated using Jmol (Figure 1.3). The reactivemesogenRM257 has four negatively charged ester groups
which are known to have strong interactions with positively charged ions. Like wise the hydroxyl group
and the ketone group onDarocur 1173 is strongly negative. Imparting a general negative charge toRM257
microspheres. The molecules NHS-Acrylate and mPEG-acrylate are positive and about neutral, respec-
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Figure 1.8: RM257 birefringent microspheres coated with GFP and imaged under an epi-ﬂuorescence microscope.
Birefringent microspheres coated with saturaধng concentraধons of GFP and imaged under an epi-ﬂuorescence micro-
scope. The ﬂuorescence indicates the presence of GFP on the microspheres and serves as proof of principle for protein
coupling. A control experiment with no surface modiﬁcaধon showed no ﬂuorescence at all (inset).
tively. I assumed that colloidal RM257 microspheres attract molecules of NHS-Acrylate strongly and
mPEG-acrylate weakly. Once in close proximity and in the presence of photo-initiator Darocur 1173,
the terminal acrylate groups could be activated by UV irradiation followed by polymerization reaction.
The reaction scheme also assumes that the relatively short irradiation time (20 seconds) is short enough
to avoid any polymerization beyond the surface of the microspheres. Non-polymerized microspheres
are preferred over polymerized ones, since polymerizing birefringent microspheres reduces their bire-
fringence 140. The microsphere synthesis is modified to retain trapped photo-initiator in unpolymer-
ized birefringent microspheres (Appendix A.2.3). The trapped photo-initiator then acts as a catalyst for
coupling acrylate-functional molecules to the microsphere surface. Figure 1.8 shows birefringent micro-
spheres coupled to green fluorescent protein(GFP) via NHS acrylate coupling. A similar coupling was
employed in Chapter 3 to couple anti-GFP antibody to the microsphere which further binds to the GFP
on the tail domain of the kinesin motor protein.
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Figure 1.9: An electron micrograph (TEM) of Silica coated and non-coated birefringent microspheres.
Silica coaধng is a robust method of creaধng a shell on birefringent microspheres. a) Under an electron microscope the
silica shells appear brighter against the dark birefringent core. b) The birefringent parধcles without shell did survive the
electron microscopy and seem to retain a spherical shape.
1.4 Silica coating of birefringent microspheres
Silica coating of microspheres 134 enhances the stability and allows the application of standard surface
modification reactions. The silica shell is produced via a conventional base-catalyzed, sol-gel reaction via
the hydrolysis and condensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) in ethanol according to the Stöber
et al. 156 method modified by using RM257 microspheres as negatively-charged cores and using the sur-
factant Cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) as a template for mesopores which are formed through the self-
assembly of CTAB. This protocol was first established by SumanDe in our lab for silica coating of nano-
diamonds and modified further to suit RM257 microspheres.
The coating method was originally based on the formation of polydisperse, mesoporous silica micro-
spheres 57 of type MCM-41 89. The pores with a diameter of about 3–4 nm result from worm-like mi-
celles (with a persistence length of about 15 nm) that CTAB forms at concentrations well above its critical
micelle concentration (CMC 1 mM; we use about 10mM) 28,152 in particular in the presence of nega-
tively chargedmolecules. The surfactant and ethanol 102 are also crucial for amonodisperse 180 coating on
negatively charged, nanometer-sized cores 82. Ethanol (i) segregates to the micelles and swells them and
(ii) slows-down the hydrolysis and condensation reaction of TEOS promoting the growth of spherical
particles via a reaction-limited monomer-cluster growth, also called Eden growth, in combination with
Ostwald ripening (pp. 199–201 in 143). The shell thickness is determined by the amount of both, CTAB
and TEOS 134.
Figure 1.9a shows a silica coated birefringentmicrosphere as observedwithTEMelectronmicrograph.
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The microspheres are visible as a densely colored birefringent core and a mild colored silica shell. In the
case of birefringent microspheres we desired thin silica shell to reduce any depolarizing effects. I was able
to produce a shell thickness as small as 0.12 μm .
1.5 Discussion and conclusion
We have generated different sized, polymerized and non-polymerized, birefringent microspheres using
a precipitation approach. We could polymerize these particles while preserving their shape, to form
polymer-stabilized microspheres of nematic liquid crystals. We were further able to coat these particles
with a silica shell and with bio-compatible molecules so as to use these particles in biological systems.
These results pave the way for the use of birefringent microspheres for the micromanipulation of single
biologicalmolecules such asDNAormotor proteins in an optical trap capable of exerting andmeasuring
torques.
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Thॾ wॼ the tricky bit. The really tricky bit, trickiness
cubed.
Hugh Laurie
2
Optical tweezers, Force and Torque
In 1619, Kepler 80 , an alumni of the University of Tübingen, proposed that Comet tails point
away from the direction of the sun due to solar radiation-pressure. In 1873, Maxwell 111 supplied the rel-
evant theoretical evidence, followed by Nichols & Hull 122 and Lebedew 95 ’s experimental detection of
radiation pressure on macroscopic objects in 1901. But it was only in the late twentieth century when
the momentum of light was transferred into an application by Ashkin 9 for an optical trap. One con-
cept which usually escapes notice is that light beams also carry a spin angular momentum as shown by
Poynting 133 in 1909. The landmark experiment by Beth 14 further paved the way for expanding optical
tweezers as tools for measuring and exerting torque. This chapter discusses how to design, calibrate and
measure forces and angles using optical tweezers.
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2.1 Principles of optical tweezers
2.1.1 The application of momentum of light in optical tweezers
Light can be thought of either as particles, or as waves. Like all wave phenomena, light has mechanical
properties. In 1905, John Poynting developed the theory of radiation pressure and momentum density
and, in 1921, Albert Einstein showed that Planck’s black body law and the motion of molecules in a ra-
diation field could be explained as the single photon carrying energy " = hc=λ and linear momentum
p = h=λ, where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and λ is the wavelength. From Newton’s
laws, the amount of force generated by an optical trap can be calculated by considering linearmomentum
transferred from the light to the trappedmicrosphere. The rate of change of linearmomentum (equal to
the force) represented by F = dp=dt = (1=c)d"=dt or F = }=c, where } = d"=dt is the optical power.
With the development of lasers in 1960 byTheodoreH.Maiman, light induced force has been applied
for various purposes, from optical trapping and manipulating live cells, bacteria, and viruses 10,11 to the
cooling and trapping of neutral atoms 31,132. Optical traps or optical tweezers have developed into a very
powerful tool and are widely employed in biophysics, colloid research, micro-rheology and physics 157.
Optical tweezers are popular tools for biologist owing to their non-invasive mode of functioning in liv-
ing cells, as compared to other force transducers like the atomic forcemicroscope 121. The scope of optical
tweezers is fully exploited by the use of dielectricmicrospheres which act as probes to observe andmanip-
ulate molecules too small to be trapped directly. Independent of the optical trap itself, the characteristics
ofmicrospheres, their shape, size and their refractive index sets bound to the resolution, applicability and
the strength of the optical tweezers. In practice, forces up to a few nanonewton with sub-piconewton
resolution and sub-nanometer displacements are feasible 53,75,142.
Trapping of microspheres using an optical trap can be explained by a ray optics treatment, through
an electron dipole approximation, or via the time-dependent or time-harmonicMaxwell equations using
appropriate boundary conditions. Themode of explanation depends on the size of themicrospherewith
respect to the wavelength of the light employed for trapping.
2.1.2 Ray optics: a theory to explain trapping in optical tweezers
For amicrosphere, sized greater than thewavelength of light, the trapping phenomenon can be explained
using ray optics. An optically trapped dielectric object is subject to two types of optical forces: scattering
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Figure 2.1: A ray opধcs explanaধon of trapping by opধcal tweezers.
The ﬁgures shows a laser focus opধcal trap in beige, a dielectric sphere in blue. The black arrows represent the direc-
ধon of force due to incident light, the gray arrows represent the direcধon of force due to momentum conservaধon and
the red arrow shows the vector sum of the forces on the sphere. A dielectric sphere laterally away from the laser fo-
cus a) experiences a force, in the direcধon of the focus, due to stronger gradient forces. While a stably trapped sphere
experiences equal amount of upward and downward axial force due to the light refracted (b) and reﬂected (c) from the
sphere.
forces, which push objects along the direction of propagation of the light or away from the beam focus,
and gradient forces, which pull objects along the spatial gradient of light intensity 31. An object is sta-
bly trapped when optical gradient forces exceed the scattering force. A simplistic view of the scattering
and gradient forces could be understood from looking at the individual rays interacting with a spher-
ical dielectric microsphere in an optical trap. As we know, light rays carry momentum and a light ray
interacting with a microsphere could reflect, refract or transmit straight through the microsphere. Each
of this case would follow the Newton’s third law where, for every change in momentum of light there
would be an equal and opposite momentum transferred on themicrosphere. A reflected ray of light will
push the microsphere away from itself while a refracted ray of light will exit the microsphere with its di-
rection changed thus pushing the microsphere in equal and opposite direction (towards the focus). For
a microsphere trapped at the beam focus, the individual rays of light refract symmetrically through the
microsphere, resulting in no net lateral force. The scattering or reflecting rays impart a small net force
on themicrosphere, pushing it slightly away from the trap focus (axially). Amicrosphere displaced from
the beam focus, tends to return to it because more intense beams impart a larger momentum change
towards the center of the trap than less intense beams. The net momentum change, or force, returns the
microsphere to the trap center (Figure 2.1).
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Optical tweezers achieve large spatial gradients by passing a near-infrared laser beam through a high-
numerical aperture microscope objective to create a sharp focus 121 so that the gradient forces exceed the
scattering force, resulting in a stable trap. The explanation formicrospheres significantly smaller than the
wavelength of incident light can be referred fromworks of Harada &Asakura 63 andNieminen et al. 124 .
2.1.3 Optical tweezers employed for rotation detection of birefringent mi-
crospheres
Avariant of optical tweezers is the ability to impart anddetect rotationwithmicroscopic birefringent par-
ticles (see Chapter 1). Tweezers modified for torque detection canmeasure instantaneous lateral, angular
displacement, and the proportional torque applied to birefringent microspheres, trapped in a focused
beam of suitably polarized light. The torque imparted to the microspheres via a polarized laser beam or
an external source (e.g. motor proteins) is measured by detecting the change in angular momentum of
the transmitted/reflected beam. The angular calibration of these traps is performed bymeasuring the ro-
tational Brownianmotion of the trappedmicrosphere and its power spectral density. Such traps are also
called optical torquewrench (OTW) by La Porta&Wang 92 . The ability to impart and detect torque has
been shownby several other groups via variousmechanisms 50,127,129. Most of these techniques rely on the
ability of light to transfer angular momentum and hence optical torque to an anisotropic microsphere.
2.1.4 Principlesofangularmomentumoflightandtransferofopticaltorque
Light not only carries energy and linear momentum but also spin angular momentum and orbital an-
gular momentum. The linear momentum of light as discussed above could localize a microsphere close
to the focus of an incident light beam in three dimensions; similarly the angular momentum of the light
can transfer angular momentum to a suitable microsphere, thus rotating the microsphere about its own
axis or about the axis of the incident wavefront. In 1936, Beth 14 showed that it is possible to transfer an-
gular momentum of circularly polarized light to a quartz plate. This momentum transfer was observed
by the deflection of a quartz wave plate hung from a fine quartz fiber, while a suitably polarized light was
sent through this plate. This mechanism of momentum transfer involving the polarization of incident
light is called spin angularmomentum 128 transfermechanism. Anothermechanismof transfer of angular
momentum is due to the shape of the light wavefront and this is referred to as the orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM) 3 transfer mechanism. Both of these mechanisms have been successfully employed with
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Figure 2.2: A graphical layout of the opধcal tweezers setup107.
The rotaধon detecধon elements are highlighted and labeled in black. The λ/4 plate is inserted only when circularly or
ellipধcally polarized light (red) is desired. The rotaধon detecধon QPD (green) is used to record the total intensity of the
back-reﬂected signal (dashed red). The light detected by the rotaধon detecধon QPD is reﬂected from the microsphere
and directed towards the QPD via a polarizaধon beam spliħer cube. The DIC prisms are removed to achieve crossed
polarized imaging with visible light (blue).
optical tweezers to understand diverse phenomenon ranging frommeasuring effects of single molecules
on DNA coiling to making micro-rheological measurements4,49,98,141,154.
The setup employed for inducing andmeasuring optical torque, the associatedmodifications and the
methods of calibrating an optical trap, are discussed in the following section.
2.2 The optical tweezers setup
All the experiments mentioned in this thesis were performed on an ultra-stable optical tweezers setup,
developed in the lab byMahamdeh & Schäffer 107 (Figure 2.2). Home built setups can be modified for a
particular experiment, are more stable than commercially available setups, and cost efficient. The setup
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is comprised of a laser box, the microscope body, the tower, and an illumination and detection unit.
The laser box is populated by the laser head, alignment, and beam sizing optics, laser positioners and
an intensity controller. The optics are specially coated to reduce reflections of the 1064 nm laser and
mounted on anodized aluminum rails and mounts from Linos (Qioptiq, Göttingen, Germany). The
laser intensity is controlled with a polarizing beam splitter cube in conjunction with a halfwave plate.
The servo induced rotation of the halfwave plate allows for variable intensity to be transmitted from the
polarizing cube. The XY translation of the laser is achieved with a silver mirror mounted on a piezo-
electric stage. The entire laser box is encased in a thick vibration and thermal isolation housing.
The microscope body and the condenser tower are machined anodized aluminum pieces chosen for
thermal and vibration stability. The microscope body is the three-legged base of the microscope. The
trapping objective (infinity corrected CFIS Fluor 100x/0.7–1.3 oil objectives, Nikon, Japan) is screwed
into the microscope body for more stability and it is thermally stabilized by a temperature feedback 107.
The sample canbe positioned relative to the objective in a fine (P-733, Physik Instrumente,Germany) and
a long-ranged, coarse manner (MS30, Mechonics Ag, Germany). A sub-ångstrom resolution from the
stages enable accurate displacements and calibration of the trap. The light from the laser box is reflected
into the objective with a dichroic mirror, which reflects 1064 nm light while passing visible through. The
condenser stands on top of the microscope body on three fine adjustment screws (9S127N-25, Standa,
Lithuania). The height is set such that the trapping objective and an identical condenser objective are
confocal with respect to the trapping laser. The condenser objective is aligned relative the trapping objec-
tive using linear positioners (Smaract 1730,Smaract, Oldenburg, Germany). The position of the trapped
microsphere is detected on a quadrant photo diode (QPD, QP154-Q-HVSD, Pacific Sensor) optimized
for 1064 nm. The QPD is mounted on the condenser tower in the plane conjugate to the back focal
plane. TheQPD itself is mounted on amovable stage. Displacement of the trappedmicrosphere within
the focus leads to a change in the laser interference pattern in the back focal plane which are recorded as
difference and intensity changes on the QPD. For small displacements from the focus center (200 nm
depending on themicrosphere size) the signals from theQPDare proportional to the displacement. The
sample is illuminated by an LED, Luxeon Rebel ‘royal blue’ 447.5 nm,LED-Tech, Germany), mounted
on the condenser. Nomarski prisms inserted in a crossed polarized setup leads to a differential inter-
ference contract (DIC) for high resolution imaging of microtubules. The sample is then imaged on a
monochrome camera (LM130m, Lumenera, Canada). The measurements were performed in a single-
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beam optical tweezers. The setup and calibration procedures for translation and forcemeasurements are
described in detail in 107,142 and schematically depicted in Extended Data Figure 2.2. This setup has near-
Å resolution in surface-coupled assays, is equippedwith amillikelvin precision temperature control, and
a lateral-force feedback using piezo tilt mirrors 26. Here, we added a half- and quarter-wave plate before
the trapping objective to adjust the laser polarization state. In addition, we introduced a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS) to couple out the back-scattered laser light onto a photodiode (Model: QP45-Q TO, First
Sensor AG, Berlin, Germany operated at 50V reverse bias). For circular polarization, the back-scattered
light reverses its polarization direction and after passing the quarter-wave plate is linearly polarized with
a polarization direction perpendicular to the incoming light. Thus, the photodiode after the PBS detects
all back-scattered light.
2.2.1 Optical tweezers modifications for inducing and detecting rotation
For rotation detection, we modified the optical tweezers. A servo rotor is mounted with a half-wave
retardation plate (λ/2) followed by a removable static quarter-wave retardation plate(λ/4). Without a
λ/4, the angle of plane polarized light could be rotated with a precision of 0.5 degree. The λ/4 allows
to change the ellipticity of the incident light. The rotation detection is enabled on the reflection path
of the incident light using a polarizing beam splitter cube. This cube diverts the reflected light onto a
QPD (QP45-HVSD, Pacific Sensor). The QPD is aligned to receive a maximum intensity of light upon
reflection, ensuring that the laser hits at the center of the QPD. To use the QPD signals for quantitative
measurements, they need to be calibrated.
2.3 Calibrating optical tweezers for detecting translation and rotation
Like any measuring device, optical tweezers need a calibrated reference to be able to accurately deduce
displacements and force. ViaHooke’s law, over the yearsmanymethods have been developed to calibrate
the tweezers, like measuring the Brownianmotion (equipartition theorem), inducing drag through flow
(Stokes’ drag) and our a sinusoidal calibration method 135 developed in our laboratory. Earlier methods
employed CCD-video cameras for undertaking either of these methods. The lack of high temporal and
spatial resolution in these cameras compared to quadrant photo diodes results in inaccurate or less sen-
sitive calibration of the trap. The back-focal method of detection employs a position detection QPD
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conjugated to the back focal plane of the condenser to monitor the alteration of the light field due to a
trapped microsphere. From the detector signal the displacement of the microsphere with respect to the
trap center and the corresponding forces acting on themicrosphere are determined. Calibrationmethods
involving Brownianmotion 13,25,120 and flow dependent drag91,153 require the knowledge of the drag coef-
ficient of the trapped object. The calculation of drag coefficient leads to an assumption of the diameter
and shape of the microsphere, the viscosity of the medium and the distance to a surface. The method
developed by Tolić-Nørrelykke et al. 159 combines both these methods to provide for an assumption in-
dependent and highly sensitive calibration method.
2.3.1 Lateral calibration of optical tweezers using sinusoidal oscillations
The trapping force of a microsphere in a harmonic trap potential is described by Hooke’s law Ftrap =
κ δx, where κ is the trap stiffness and δx is the relative displacement of the microsphere from the laser
focus. Thus knowing the displacement of the microsphere δx from the laser focus yields the force being
exerted on themicrosphere. The displacementmeasured from theQPD is in volts and a proportionality
factor the displacement sensitivity β, is required to convert volts to nanometers. Trapped microspheres
experience multiple forces acting on them. These forces are the thermal force, the viscous force and the
force from the light beam itself. An accurate calibration of the trap requires an accurate estimation of
each of these forces 142,159. The viscous force Fvis =γ _x damps the motion of the microsphere and intro-
duces a factor called the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient γ can be estimated bymeasuring the shape,
the size, the distance of the microsphere from the surface and the viscosity of the medium. _x is the ve-
locity of the particle in the liquid. A microsphere in a parabolic potential, the optical trap, undergoing
brownianmotion under the influence of thermal forces can be tracked precisely with aQPD.The power
spectrum of this motion fits to a Lorentzian-like function 159. The corner frequency fc of the power spec-
trum allows for the calculation of trap stiffness ϰ, where ϰ = 2πγfc. The value of drag coefficient γ is
unknown and can be measured with a drag force method. In this method, a microsphere is trapped at a
certain height from the surface in a flow-cell sample chamber. The flow-cell is then translatedwith a small
amplitude at a known frequency using a piezo stage. Several power spectra are then recorded, averaged
and fit to a Lorentzian and the corresponding values of the corner frequency fc and the plateau height P0
are extracted. A unique feature which arises out of the sinusoidal sample motion is a sharp peak at the
frequency of translation. The amplitude of the peak is lower than the amplitude of translation. This de-
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crease is an estimate of the drag coefficient on the microsphere, encompassing the effect of its size, shape,
height from the surface and viscosity of the medium. Figure 2.4(blue) shows a sample calibration power
spectrum with the translation peak.
The combination of the Lorentzian fit and the drag coefficient provides an accurate measurement of
trap stiffness and displacement sensitivity. Repeating the same measurement at different heights from
the surface, fitting the drag coefficient to the Faxen’s law62,142 subsequently gives the diameter d of a
spherical microsphere. This can be explained as follows. The trap stiffness ϰ and the displacement sen-
sitivity β of a given spherical microsphere depends on the distance l of the microsphere from the surface
of the flow cell. Additionally, the drag coefficient γ is known from the sinusoidal peak. By fitting the
dependence of the drag coefficient on the height, the position of the surface is estimated precisely. The
drag measured deep in the flow cell away from any surface is equivalent to the Stokes drag γ0 = 3πηd.
The viscosity of the medium is calculated from the known temperature. Together the calibration allows
for a precise calculation of themicrosphere diameterd. The rawdata is automatically analyzed by a global
fitting routine, written in Matlab (Natick, Massachusetts, USA) by Volker Bormuth, Tobias Jachowski
and Steve Simmert. Data acquisition and fitting is enabled by a custom written LabVIEW (National
Instruments, Austin, USA) program.
2.3.2 High resolution rotation detection and calibration
Rotation of microscopic microspheres has been a topic of great importance to the micro-manipulation
community. Conventional systems that are used to rotatemicrospheres aremagnetic tweezers 100, optical
tweezers 50,58,92, rotation of attachedmicropipettes96,101 and even acoustic fields 149. These techniques are
employed to tackle problems in both physics 110,118,130 and biology41,176.
Rotation by optical tweezers has been limited to less than 1000Hz with maximum torque applicable
on such systems to about 1 nN nm 130. Some such microspheres are cylindrical structures of quartz41,130,
crushed calcite92, vaterite 166 and liquid crystal microspheres77. The forthcoming sections elaborate the
observation of fast rotation (very high maximum torque) of RM257 liquid crystal microspheres due to
their high birefringence and their calibration under elliptically polarized light.
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2.3.3 Instrumentation for rotation calibration in reflection mode
The optical tweezers used for my experiment is a home built inverted microscope system described in
detail in Section 2.2 107, has a maximum laser power of 1.4W at the sample plane at 1064 nmwavelength.
A polarizing beam splitter is placed just before the input microscope objective. A quarter waveplate
and a half waveplate are inserted between the polarizing beam splitter and the objective to control the
degree of ellipticity of the beam and the long axis of polarization. When a microsphere is trapped at
the sample plane, a part of the input light is scattered in the forward direction and another part is back-
scattered. The forward scattered portion is made incident onQPD to estimate the translational motion
along the three directions. The light in the back-scattered direction with a polarization perpendicular to
the incoming one is detected through the second port of the polarizing beam splitter onto a QPD also
called the rotation detectionQPD.The amplitude of the detected light signal depends on the orientation
of the particle. Similarly it also depends on the orientation of the polarized incident light with respect to
the microsphere.
The trapping objective temperature was 29.200 C . Time traces were recorded with 40 kHz with an
alias-free analog-to-digital converter. Traces were smoothed with a running median filter with a band-
width of 200 Hz. The force-clamp was operated with an update rate of 500 Hz. In the torsion balance
mode, we could resolve angular steps as low as 0.05 degree (0.9mrad) at a bandwidth of 100 Hz.
For linear polarization under ideal circumstances, the backscattered light intensity that reaches the
photodiode is proportional to the incident intensity as sin2(2  θ)where θ is now the angle between the
microsphere’s extraordinary axis and the laser polarization direction. However, the the dichroic mirror
in the real system introduces retardance into the system. Thus, when θ = α = 20 degrees, and having
a retardance of φ =20 degrees, the backscattered intensity has a non-extremum value. The slope of the
backscattered intensity curve is also non-zero as depicted in (Figure 2.5 b). When we estimate the ro-
tational Brownian motion, we find the slope of the backscattered intensity at α = θ = 20 degrees. The
angular dependence results in a 4-fold rotational symmetry. To calibrate the rotational signal for the case
of linear polarization, we first calibrated the parameters for the translation and force measurements 142.
In this manner, the lateral displacement sensitivity, trap stiffness, and, importantly, the microsphere’s
translational drag coefficient is measured. From the latter, we calculate the microsphere radius, which
we use as an input for the rotational calibration. We record a power spectrum of the rotational Brown-
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Figure 2.3: Intensity variaধon of a birefringent microsphere as a funcধon of its angular orientaধon.
The average intensity I of a region of interest around the microsphere (circles) is ploħed versus the orientaধon angle θ of
the microsphere. The intensity I was proporধonal to sin2(2θ) (solid line) 110.
ian motion (Figure 3.10) and determine the angular sensitivity, which is related to the torsional stiffness
of the trap, as described in 131 using the known microsphere radius and, thus, the known rotational drag
coefficient.
2.3.4 Probes for rotation calibration
We use a nematic liquid crystal (LC) precursor RM257 (Merck, Germany) as described in chapter 1, to
synthesize birefringentmicroscopicmicrospheres, which has a bulk ordinary and extraordinary refractive
index of no = 1:508 and ne = 1:687, respectively, resulting in a very high bulk birefringence of Δ n =
0.179comparedtoquartz;whichhas”Δn = 0:009 140.
RM257microspheres are suspended indouble distilledwater andplaced inside a sample chamber. The
sample chamber is made of two cover slips of 100 μm thickness with a set of double sticking or parafilm
spacers. Such a sample is then placed under the microscope.
2.3.5 Rotationcalibrationwithcrossedpolarizedvisiblelight illumination
The birefringent microspheres when rotated under a crossed polarized illumination show diffraction
patterns or isogyres (Figure 1.5). The rotation pattern of these isogyres modulates from minimum in-
tensity to maximum intensity when rotated with known angles(Figure 2.3). In order to quantitate this
rotationwe suspend these particles in a flow cell withwater and trap them in the linearly polarized optical
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Figure 2.4: Calibraধon of angular sensiধvity and torsional sধﬀness
A birefringent microsphere (blue) is oscillated with a sinusoidal frequency of 32 Hz. The spectra are recorded for the
lateral axis in the forward QPD, and the rotaধon spectrum is recorded in the back-reﬂecধon QPD. The forward QPD
shows a peak at 32 Hz in the direcধon of oscillaধon (blue). The power of this peak allows for an esধmaধon of displace-
ment sensiধvity β. The rotaধon spectra (red) is ﬁħed to a Lorentzian with parameters P0 for the plateau and fc for the
corner frequency. The power spectral density of the angle as a funcধon of frequency for a microsphere of 710 nm diam-
eter trapped in an opধcal trap with a laser power of 12 mW. The corresponding angular sensiধvity is 190 rad V 1 and
the torsional sধﬀness is about 2500 pN nm rad 1.
trap. The particles are illuminated with a blue LED and the DIC prisms are removed to create a crossed
polarized extinction. With polarizer set to extinction only blue light that has its polarization rotated is
imaged on the CCD camera. An infrared filter blocks the laser allowing a background free imaging of
the blue light transmitted through the birefringent microspheres. The linear laser polarization is then
rotated through -10to 50with known intervals of 10and a visible image is recorded at every interval.
The birefringent microsphere images are then processed with a region of interest in FIJI 145 and the av-
erage intensity I at every frame is plotted against the orientation angle θ of the extra ordinary axis of the
microsphere with respect to polarization direction of the visible light. As expected, the intensity I fits to
a sin2(2θ) function 110.
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2.3.6 Rotation calibration of optical tweezers in reflection mode
Much like the linear calibration, rotation calibration can be accomplished by obtaining a complete set of
three parameters, the angular sensitivity βrot (rad/V), the torsional stiffness ϰrot (pN·nm/rad), or equiv-
alently, the maximum torque τ0 (pN·nm), and the angular drag coefficient γrot (pN·nm·s). For the
optical torque wrench, a thorough analysis of different ways to calibrate torque is described by Pedaci
et al. 131 .Unlike for lateral calibration of an optical trap, rotation calibration methods are not widely re-
ported. Of the three47,58,131 reports described in the literature, the summary provided by Pedaci et al. 131 is
the most rigorous.
Our method of calibration combines the parameters acquired from the linear calibration, specifically
the radius from the drag coefficient γwith those from the rotation detection to calculate the three param-
eters mentioned above. The rotational drag coefficient γ damps the rotational motion of a birefringent
microsphere. Since γ is independent of the light intensity or polarization and rather a property of the
microsphere and themedium surrounding it, measuring the lateral drag coefficient γ using the sinusoidal
method 159 mentioned above is sufficient to calculate the rotational drag coefficient. According to Stokes
law, the lateral drag coefficient γ = 6πηr. Similarly, the rotational drag coefficient is γr = 8πηr3. The
drag coefficient of the particle is estimated from the power under the 32 Hz peak, in the lateral power
spectral density (blue) in Figure 2.4. The calculation for displacement sensitivity β and the drag coeffi-
cient γ are performed with an automatic routine in MATLAB. The torsional stiffness ϰrot is calculated
according to τ0 = πγr fc. fc is the corner frequency estimated from fitting the rotational power spec-
trum (red) in Figure 2.4 to a lorentzian.
Calibration for translation and force measurements
The lateral-force feedback is provided by piezo tilt mirrors 26. A half- and quarter-wave plate before
the trapping objective adjust the laser polarization state. The back scattered light is carried to the back-
scatteredQPD through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), this photodiode detects all back-scattered light.
The amplitude of the detected light depends on the orientation of the particle and is proportional to
sin(2θ), where θ is rotation angle of the microsphere. For linear polarization, the back-scattered light
intensity that reaches the photodiode is proportional to (re  ro)2 sin2(2θ), where θ is the angle between
the microsphere’s extraordinary axis and the laser polarization direction. re and ro are the reflection co-
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Figure 2.5: Coordinate system describing the propagaধon of light.
The light passes a polarizer and a half wave plate is prepared in a polarizaধon basis ধlted at and angle α with respect
to the x-axis. Then it encounters a dichroic mirror which adds a phase to the y-component of the light thereby making
it ellipধcal. Eventually, the light encounters the birefringent microsphere ধlted at an angle of θ with respect to the x
axis. Thereađer the light is reﬂected from the microsphere and the path retraced. Eventually the component of light
appearing the polarizaধon ধlted at α with respect to the y-axis at the half wave plate is selected.
efficients for linearly polarized light. To calibrate the rotational signal for the case of linear polarization,
we first calibrated the parameters for the translation and force measurements 142. In this manner, the
lateral displacement sensitivity, trap stiffness, and, importantly, the microsphere’s translational drag co-
efficient is measured. From the latter, we calculate the microsphere radius, which we use as an input for
the rotational calibration. We record a power spectrum of the rotational Brownian motion (Figure 3.10)
and determine the angle sensitivity and maximum torque, which is related to the torsional stiffness of
the trap, as described in 131 using the knownmicrosphere radius and, thus, the known rotational drag co-
efficient. Time traces were recorded with 40 kHz with an alias-free analog-to-digital converter. Traces
were smoothedwith a runningmedian filter with a bandwidth of 200Hz. The force-clampwas operated
with an update rate of 500Hz. In the torsion balancemode, we could resolve angular steps as low as 0.05
degree (0.9mrad) at a bandwidth of 100 Hz.
Overall, we analyzed the motion of 243 different single rK 430 molecules 240 different microtubules,
on 40 different days. 51 out of 243 events showedmotility, with 43 showing rotation. TheN = 21 angular
steps were obtained from 6 different microspheres.
To understand the exact mode of interaction of elliptically polarized light with a birefringent micro-
spheres we calculated how the back. we first start with defining the coordinate system (Figure 2.5), where
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Figure 2.6: Backscaħered intensity as funcধon of α for α = θ
The measured intensity at the back-scaħered QPD for rotaধon detecধon varies as the λ=2 plate rotates the α from
0to 90, with a maxima at α = 45
we establish three planes of interest, theλ=2 planewhich controls the polarization angleα of the incident
light, the dichroic mirror which reflects the light into the objective with an added phase ϕ = tan 1(b/a)
and the sample plane, where the laser beam orients the birefringent particle with an angle θ.
The polarization of light is governed by the half wave plate and tilted at an angle α from the x-axis
(Figure 2.5). The backscattered intensity varies with a change in α (Figure 2.6). The rotation of polariza-
tion is observed as a change in intensity due to the polarizing beam splitter cube before the backscattered
detection QPD. The projections of the polarization vector along the x and the y directions are
Ex = E0 cos(α) (2.1)
Ey = E0 sin(α) (2.2)
The component of the polarization along the y axis picks up a retardance due to the dichroic and
hence the equations become
E1 = E0 cos(α) (2.3)
E2 = E0 sin(α)ei ￿ (2.4)
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which can be expressed in terms of transfer matrices
T = TDich( ϕ)TR(α) (2.5)
where
TR(θ) =
264 cos(θ)  sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)
375
and
TDich(ϕ) =
264 1 0
0 ei ￿
375
If the birefringent particle is inclined at an angle of θ with respect to the x axis and re and ro be the
reflection coefficients along the extraordinary and the ordinary directions respectively, then the effective
components of the electric field that the light has after being reflected from the particle and passing the
dichroic on the reverse path is given as
TRefl(ϕ) =
264 r1 0
0  r2
375
T = TR(θ)TRefl()TR( θ)TDich( ϕ)TR(α) (2.6)
Now this field has to be projected back into the component of polarization along the x axis, in which
direction, the polarizer is oriented. That component of polarization is given as
T = TR( α)TDich(ϕ)TR(θ)TRefl()TR( θ)TDich( ϕ)TR(α) (2.7)
The final electric field is then
Eb = TEi (2.8)
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Figure 2.7: Backscaħered signal for two diﬀerent values of α (a) The backscaħered signal as funcধon of Δ = θ - α for α
= 0. (b) The backscaħered signal as funcধon of Δ for α = 20 degrees for two diﬀerent values ϕ = 0 and 20 degrees of
dichroic retardance. (c) Histogram of backscaħered signal for α = 0 and ϕ = 20 degrees. The histogram is non-Gaussian.
(d) Histogram of backscaħered signal for α = 20 degrees and ϕ = 20 degrees. The histogram is Gaussian.
where,
Ei =
264 E0
0
375
Using the refractive indices n0 = 1.51 and ne = 1.6, the reflection coefficients are re = 9.2 percent and ro
= 7.7 percent. The value of birefringence is small enough compared to the refractive indices that the re
and ro can be assumed to be the same within a 10 percent accuracy. Using this assumption, the electric
field,
Eb =
ro
2 sin(2α) 
re
2 sin(2α) cos(2θ) +A sin(2θ) (2.9)
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where,
A =

(ro + re)e i￿ sin2(α) + (ro   re)ei￿ cos2(α)

(2.10)
For a particular value of α, small deviations of themicrosphere orientation from the laser polarization
direction are Δ = ϕ   α resulting in,
Eb =
r2
2 sin(2α) 
r1
4 [sin(2(α + θ))  sin(2Δ)] +A [sin(2α) + cos(2α) sin(2Δ)] (2.11)
The rotation signal voltage is proportional to the light intensity Ib = E2b and given by
V = βΔIb = βΔE
2
b (2.12)
Where βΔ is the angular sensitivity. In the limit that Δ is small, the voltage can be written as
V = βIb = D+ CΔ (2.13)
Then, taking the derivative of V with respect to Δ, we get
δV
δΔ = C =
1
βΔ (2.14)
For a Lorentzian response of the spectrum of noise of the rotational motion detected by the photodi-
ode, we have
S(f) = S
2
0:f2c
f2 + f2c
(2.15)
The plateau value S0 is related to C in the following fashion, with γrot being the drag coefficient
S20 =
kBT
(C)2γrotπ2
(2.16)
It must be noted (Figure 2.7 b and Equation 2.11) that at the polarization angle where α = 0 the
QPD response to rotation in either of the direction would be positive, thus losing any information on
the directionality of the angle of rotation. For a parabolic, instead of linear, response, the calibration of
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Figure 2.8: Rotaধon spectra of a birefringent microsphere and the corresponding ’jiħer´ peak analysis.
This ﬁgure indicates the rotaধon of the birefringent microsphere (green) under circularly polarized light with 120 mW
power. The shape of the line is convoluধon of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian, with the top part ﬁষng well to a Gaussian
while the tails ﬁষng well to a Lorentzian. The center frequency is 690 Hz. The width of the ﬁħed Gaussian is 20 Hz
while that of the ﬁħed Lorentzian is 1.4 Hz. The Gaussian can be explained by the Eq. 2.17. The upper inset shows the
ধme that the Gaussian line width takes to saturate to a constant value. The blue curve indicates the power spectral
density of the same microsphere trapped with the linearly polarized light.
the magnitude of the angle would be difficult. We circumvent this problem using α 6= 0 by adding a
small retardance angle ϕ 6= 0. In this manner, we obtain a linear response, which can be calibrated via
the power spectral density of the angular fluctuations. This is particularly useful when measuring small
angles.
2.4 Rotation of birefringent microspheres induced by circularly and ellip-
tically polarized light
When the birefringent microspheres are trapped with a circularly polarized laser beam, the transfer of
spin angularmomentumof light onto themicrosphere causes them to rotate along the direction of prop-
agation of the laser beam (Figure 2.8). The rotation speed depended on the the microsphere size, bire-
fringence and the intensity of incident light. This rotation is observed as a peak in the power spectral
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Figure 2.9: Eﬀect of microsphere size on the rotaধon frequency.
Rotaধon rate of the microsphere as a funcধon of microsphere size at 140 mW laser power. At microsphere sizes less
than 800 nm, the birefringence reduces signiﬁcantly thereby making the rotaধon rate slower. When the size of the
microsphere becomes larger than 1.5 μm , the drag keeps on increasing. Thus the rotaধon rate decreases again. The
maximum rotaধon speed is seen at about 1,2 μmdiameter.
density and the peak position is proportional to the rotation frequency of the microsphere. At about
250 Hz, the translational oscillation peak and around 700 Hz, harmonics of rotation peaks, are visible
(Figure 2.8).
The shape of the line is a convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian. The top part fits well to a
Gaussian while the tails fit well to a Lorentzian. The center frequency is 690Hz. The width of the fitted
Gaussian is 20 Hz while that of the fitted Lorentzian is 1.4 Hz (inset Figure 2.8). We can understand this
convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian fit by recalling that the governing equation is the Eq. 2.17.
Such signals are also called to have aVoigt profile. AVoigt profile is a convolution of theLorentzian signal
from the sample and the Gaussian response function from the microsphere. Here it may be noted that
Lorentzian line shapes are very common in atomic spectroscopy describing (non-relativistic) resonance
behavior22,87, while the Gaussian line shapes are also prevalent in systems involving pressure broaden-
ing 169 etc.
2.4.1 Rotation frequency varies with the size of birefringent microsphere
The rotation rate of themicrosphereswashighest formicrosphereswith about 1 to 1.5 μm diameter(Figure 2.9).
We have obtained our highest rotation rate at 1.2 μm diameter (Figure 2.10). This behavior can be un-
derstood by recalling that during the formation of liquid crystal microspheres like RM257, there is a
competition between the anchoring energy and the orientation energy 116. The orientation energy is in-
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Figure 2.10: High speed rotaধon of birefringent microsphere under circularly polarized trapping laser.
Power spectrum of the rotaধonal moধon of an RM257 microsphere of 1.2 μm diameter when applied with a circularly
polarized light with 1.2 W of power at the sample plane. Higher harmonics are visible because the angular momentum of
the light is not completely transferred to the microsphere leading to a non-sinusoidal modulaধon of the power spectrum.
dicated by the splay Frank constant (K) which is about 10 11 N while the anchoring energy of RM257
(W0) is 1.886  10 5 J/m2 Thus, the critical diameter is given by K/W0 = 600 nm. When the size is
smaller than this diameter, the structure prefers to remain in the radial configuration which has a bire-
fringence of zero. However, when the size of the microsphere is larger than this diameter, the preferred
structure is the bipolar one which has a net birefringence.
The rate of rotation of a 1.2 μm microsphere exceeded 7000 Hz at a trapping laser power of 1.2 W
as shown in Fig. 2.10. To the best of my knowledge the fastest rotation rate reported has been a tran-
sient rate of about 3500Hz in gold microspheres of about 400 nm diameter which have been trapped in
2-dimensionswith an 830 nmwavelength laser beam98. Our rotation is a continuous steady one for ami-
crosphere trapped in 3-dimensions and corresponds to a Reynolds number of about 0.08, Re= ρD2ω/η,
where ρ is the density of water, ω the angular velocity of themicrosphere, d the diameter and η the viscos-
ity of water. This is the highest Reynolds number recorded formicrospheres trapped in optical tweezers.
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Figure 2.11: Rotaধon rate of an RM257 microsphere as a funcধon of ellipধcity.
A 550 nm RM257 microsphere is trapped in opধcal tweezers and the polarizaধon is changed from perfectly circular
polarizaধon to ellipধcal polarizaধon. The rotaধon frequency of microsphere drops steeply as as a funcধon of ellipধcity.
The birefringence for this microsphere was esধmated to be 0.006.
2.4.2 Transferof torqueof elliptically polarized lightontoa birefringent
particle
The rotation frequency of microsphere drops steeply as as a function of ellipticity (Figure 2.11). The
torque transferred on a birefringent particle due to elliptically polarized light can be better understood
with the following equations
γdθ(t)dt = τ+ (2kBTγ)
1=2ζθ(t) (2.17)
Here, γrot is the rotational drag coefficient, θ is the angular coordinate of the microsphere, ζθ(t) is
the noise due to Brownianmotion, kB is the Boltzmann constant,T the temperature of the system, τ the
torque due to the light and t is the time. For a given value of laser power, the torque is given as
τ =  SPωc sin(kd(n0   ne)) cos(2ϕ) sin(2θ) +
SP
ωc (1  cos(kd(n0   ne)) sin(2ϕ) (2.18)
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Figure 2.12: Eﬀect of microsphere size on birefringence.
The birefringence for microspheres of about 1 μm diameter is fairly high thereađer, it starts to reduce and become 0 at
about 500 nm.
where the light power is
P = "E
2
0c
2 (2.19)
Here, " is the permittivity of the medium, ω the frequency of light, E20 is the intensity of light, k
the wavenumber, d the thickness of the material, (n0   ne) is the birefringence of the material, tan(ϕ)
the ellipticity of light and θ the angle between the ordinary axis of birefringence and the direction of
polarization for a linearly polarized laser beam. S is the scattering cross-section of the microsphere. The
torque is independent of time for a constant laser power and an ellipticity of 1. Thus, the rate of rotation
is equal to a Gaussian distributed random noise added to a constant. We also find that the width of
Gaussian is small at short time scales but tends to saturate for data acquisition of more than 10 s (upper
inset Figure 2.8).
2.4.3 Rotation rate varies with changing incident polarization
The ellipticity of light can be varied to change the rotation rate for a particular microsphere as shown in
Figure 2.11 for a 550 nm diameter microsphere. The birefringence of the microsphere can be accurately
estimated from the value of the ellipticity at which rotation rate becomes zero. A similar analysis was
performed by Juodkazis et al. 76 , where the birefringence of the microspheres with different sizes were
assumed constant.
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Figure 2.13: Rotaধon of a birefringent microsphere in circularly polarized light.
The rotaধonal power spectral density shows a peak at 700Hz corresponding to a microsphere rotaধon frequency
of 350Hz. The microsphere had a diameter of 900nm was trapped with 12mW laser power. A 600nm-diameter
polystyrene microsphere trapped under the same condiধons did not show any rotaধonal peak. Here, the Lorentzian
is due to the axial movement of the microsphere which is proporধonal to the back-scaħered light intensity.
The following expression can be used to calculate the rotation rate as a function of ellipticity 50
f(d;ϕ) = P
p
A=(2πωγrot); (2.20)
where,
A = [1  cos(kd(n0   ne))]2 sin2(2ϕ)  sin2(kd(n0   ne)) cos2(2ϕ) (2.21)
We have measured the birefringence of RM257 microspheres as a function of microsphere size (Fig-
ure 2.12). The birefringence for microspheres of about 1 μm diameter is fairly high thereafter, it starts to
reduce and become 0 at about 500 nm. The birefringence is smaller than themeasurement resolution for
microspheres smaller than 500 nm. It can be explained by an energy minimization scheme which shows
that such particles tend to prefer a radial structure below 500 nm while being in a bipolar configuration
above it. If a different material is used with a higher value of anchoring energy than RM257, it can retain
significant values of birefringence even for smaller particles. Formicrospheres with no optical anisotropy
the circular polarized light has no effect and no net rotations are observed (Figure 2.13).
This is a second order phase transition dependent on microsphere size. Hence, we assume that the
functional form of the birefringence, which is the order parameter here, should depend upon the diam-
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eter d of the microsphere as
(n0   ne) = P (d  ab )
c (2.22)
Here, a; b; c and P are fit parameters. A fit of the form Eq. 2.22 to the data is shown in Fig. 2.9.
2.5 Conclusions
To conclude, we have trappedRM257microspheres of sizes below 2μm in optical tweezers and recorded
their response to linearly, elliptically and circularly polarized light. We estimated the birefringence of such
microspheres by changing the ellipticity of the trapping light and found that the birefringence changed
frommore than 0.08 at 1μm to less than 0.006 at 500 nm. This change in birefringence can be explained
by a change in the preferred molecular orientational structure of the microsphere from bipolar to ra-
dial at around 500 nm diameter. The bulk birefringence of RM257 is large and about 0.18, compared
to quartz which has a birefringence of 0.009. Further, the rotation rate in circularly polarized light was
highest for 1.2 μmmicrospheres at more than 7000 Hz in water with a Reynolds number of 0.02. This
is the highest rotation rate recorded, in an aqueous medium. The ability to trap these birefringent mi-
crospheres and calibrate rotation provides for an important tool to understand the rotation of biological
molecules which can be coupled to these spheres. The calibration of angular changes was performed
with crossed polarized extinction imaging of visible light on a CCD camera, while a higher resolution of
angular measurement was achieved with modified optical tweezers.
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In the beginning there wॼ nothing, which exploded.
Terry Pratchett
3
Rotation detection of translating Kinesin-1
Molecular motors bring about active transport in an extremely chaotic and dy-
namic cellular environment. This motion is governed by many regulatory proteins, ATP sup-
ply, and minerals, among other factors 162. A simpler approach to understand the motor motion and its
ramifications is to understand the individual components in the pathway. Molecular motors like kinesin
are by now fairly well understood 162 and, yet, some mechanical properties are still unclear. This chapter
details the importance of molecular motors and their mechanical properties. We applied the methods
described in the previous chapters to molecular motors to determine their rotational behavior. I specifi-
cally focused on the question of rotational motion of kinesin while stepping and, the implication of this
motion on the mechanism of kinesin hand-over-hand stepping.
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Figure 3.1: The three classes of molecular motors which employ cytoskeletal tracks for moধon.
The motors represented in this ﬁgure employ tracks as acধn or microtubules to perform work inside living cells. Myosin
V is an acধn dependent protein, while kinesin and dynein translate on microtubules. The motor domains (ATP hydrolysis)
are displayed in blue, mechanical transducers in light blue, and tail domains implicated in cargo aħachment are shown
in purple.The motor domain of dynein (blue/purple) comprises of the AAA+ domains. Tightly associated motor subunits
(light chains) are shown in green. This ﬁgure is originally shown by Vale 163 in his arধcle on ‘Molecular motor toolbox’.
3.1 Microtubular transport ofMolecularMotors
Microtubules are dynamic self assembling filaments which act as tracks for molecular motors. An indi-
vidual microtubule is composed of pseudo-helical substructures or protofilaments, with one turn of the
helix containing 13 (11–16) approximately 8.2 nm long tubulin α and β heterodimers, each from a differ-
ent protofilament. The protofilaments themselves align in a slightly skewed parallel manner to form a
protofilament sheet which curves to the final hollow rigid and polar tube form of microtubules. A mi-
crotubule is25 nm in diameter and can be several micrometer long. Depending on the orientation of
the tubulin sub-units and their subsequent polymerization and depolymerization rates, themicrotubule
ends are classified as ‘plus’ ends or ‘minus’ ends 1.
Molecularmotors, likemost kinesin travel towards the plus-end ofmicrotubules, while dyneinsmove
towards the minus-end, because the motor heads bind to the microtubule in only one orientation. ATP
binding gives each step its direction through a process known as neck linker zippering 138. At a cellular
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level it frequently translates to kinesin bringing cargo from the center of the cell to the periphery, also
called ‘anterograde’ transport and vice-versa for dynein, ‘retrograde transport’. It is known that organelle
transport in cells is accomplished by multiple motor proteins 56,61,83,90,136, and mechanical and chemical
regulation plays a significant role in deciding direction and speeds. Understanding the mechanics of
single proteins leads to a better understanding of cellular cargo transport. Microtubules are themselves
extremely dynamic and provide directionality and structure to cellular transport 1. Themicrotubule net-
works attract a host of regulatory proteins and these tracks are assumed to be extremely crowded. Study-
ing the stepping behavior of molecular motors allows us to understand how this microtubular transport
is regulated despite a possible crowded and chaotic environment68.
3.1.1 Stepping behavior of kinesin and torque
The molecular motor kinesin is a homodimer comprised of two, motor or ATP hydrolyzing domains
(heads)60 and microtubule binding domains each. The two domain types are connected by a so-called
coiled-coil stalk or dimerization domain. A kinesin step is about 8nm and themotion is generally parallel
to the protofilament 158. Micro-mechanical recordings with optical tweezers of single kinesin molecules
indicate that one motor can exert a force of about 5 pN. In the current model, the motion of the ki-
nesin is a hand-over-hand mechanism with each head occupying, alternatively, the lead position in the
direction of motion. This hand-over-hand mechanism can occur in two possible ways, the symmetric
hand-over-hand mechanism, where each head moves in the same direction while proceeding further or
the asymmetric hand-over-hand mechanism where the “left” head proceeds left and the “right” one to
the right in the direction of motion 8,46,59,66,71,175. The asymmetric hand over hand experiments are pre-
dominantly performed at low ATP concentrations and the asymmetric nature of motion was attributed
to the load perpendicular to microtubule axis. Previous work suggests that the the two heads of kinesin
move in a coordinated manner, undergoing a rotary motion for every stepping cycle 5,69. Some experi-
ments by Gutiérrez-Medina et al. 59 observe only occasional stalk reversals at lowATP conditions, while,
recent work on intermediate states during stepping indicates continuous rotations73,113, however, direct
evidence for such rotational motion is still lacking.
I hypothesized that, a birefringent microsphere attached to a motile kinesin, observed with a polar-
ization microscope and a rotation detecting optical trap would be a sensitive probe to measure the mag-
nitude of rotation (if any) of the kinesin and directionality of rotation at every step. A kinesin stepping
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Figure 3.2: A comparison of torsional sধﬀness of full length kinesin-1 with respect to its truncated counterparts.
Full length kinesin-1 72 is comprised of an N-terminal motor domain, a coiled coil stalk and a C-terminal tail domain. The
motor domain connects to the stalk through an unstructured neck-linker. The coiled coil in itself is interspersed with
the so-called hinge region. Previous reports suggest that the hinge domain and the neck linker impart ﬂexibility to the
kinesin. In this ﬁgure, we see the torsional sধﬀness of a full length Kinesin-1 compared to the truncated variants58 from
the same family.
with an asymmetric hand-over-hand mechanism is expected to alternate the rotation direction of a bire-
fringent microsphere at every step with a zero net rotation of over a stretch of multiple steps. While a
similar motor stepping symmetrically would show a net rotation over many steps with themagnitude of
rotation being decided by the torsional stiffness of the molecule and that of the optical trap.
In this thesis, weusedhigh-resolutionoptical tweezers combinedwith a sensitive opticalmicro-protractor
and torsion balance employing highly birefringent, liquid crystalline probes to directly and simultane-
ously measure the translocation, rotation, and generation of force and torque of single kinesin-1 motors.
Surprisingly, we find that motors translocating along microtubules at saturating ATP concentrations
rotate unidirectionally producing significant torques on the probes. Per step, the results are consistent
with the predicted 180rotation of the motor stalk implying that the motor’s gait follows a combination
of a rotary symmetric and asymmetric hand-over-hand mechanism. This method is largely applicable
to study rotational motion of molecular machines and our findings implicate a significant role of rotary
motion in cargo transport and other motor activities such as microtubule bundling during mitosis.
To understand the rotary stepping of kinesin, we first need to understand the torsional stiffness of
the molecule undergoing this motion. The next section describes our method of finding the torsional
stiffness and gives a brief comparison to previous studies.
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3.2 Torsional stiffness of kinesins
If kinesin is assumed to be a torsionally rigid molecule, the corresponding hand-over-hand motion over
microtubules would result in a complete transfer of torque to the cargo, which would be observed as
180cargo rotation. Biological molecules are compliant. The two kinesin-1 motor heads are linked by
a coiled-coil stalk known to be interspersed with flexible elements that are capable of relieving or stor-
ing torque. These flexible elements: the so-called “hinge” domains, and the neck linker or the NL do-
mains, connect the motor heads to the stalk, and are known to undergo nucleotide-dependent, order-
to-disorder transitions 38,59,69,72,138. The rigidity of kinesin could play a key role in the performance of
various functions of kinesins like, multiple motor motility, overcoming road blocks, processivity and
force efficiency 59.
3.2.1 Truncated constructs are torsionally stiffer
In 1993, Hunt&Howard 72 showed that full length kinesins are flexiblemolecules. They determined the
torsional stiffness of full lengthkinesinmeasuredwith a gliding-type assay tobe0:165 0:02 pNnm rad 1.
Figure 3.2 shows that the shorter kinesins are torsionally stiffer than the full length ones. These kinesins
are genetically truncated at the stalk, at different lengths from the motor domain. Despite their obvi-
ous flexibility, it is understood that kinesins are stiff enough to transfer torque to the cargo. Gutiérrez-
Medina et al. 58 showed that at lowATPconditions the kinesinK401 (torsional stiffness, 6:4 0:4 pNnm rad 1)
shows occasional stalk reversal with a probability of 2%.
These experimentswereperformedwithprobes larger than amicrometer indiameter and an extremely
low ATP so as to reduce the motor speed enough to observe rotations. Furthermore, these experiments
were measured using cameras and fluorescence microscopy which could be too slow to observe instanta-
neous rotations which relax over larger time scales or too insensitive to measure extremely small torque
transfers.
I tried to solve these problems using smaller microspheres with a lower drag and optical tweezers for
high temporal and angular resolution as discussed in the previous chapters. In addition, we used trun-
cated kinesin-1 construct, rK430 which we expected had a sufficiently high torsional stiffness to transfer
torque onto cargo.
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Figure 3.3: Coomasie stained gel of puriﬁcaধon of rk430. Coomasie stained denaturing gel of rK430 at diﬀerent stages
of puriﬁcaধon. The fracধons 2-6 were pooled and used for the ﬁnal assay.
3.2.2 Expression and purification of truncated kinesin, rK430
The rK430 kinesin is a truncated version of rat kinesin-1 (kinesin heavy chain isoform 5C from Rattॿ
norvegicॿ) with a C-terminal GFP, and H6 histidine tag. The protein is expressed from a bacterial plas-
mid PET-17b with an ampicillin selection marker. The cloned plasmid was originally provided to us
by the Howard laboratory, then at the Max Planck institute for Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics,
Dresden. The protocol employed for expression and purification is a combination of a protocol from
Naghmeh Azadfar (ZMBP, Tübingen) andMarko Storch (MPI-CBG, Dresden).
Briefly, the cloned-plasmid is transformed into Bl21 (DE3) pRARE E.coli competent-cells using heat
shock. The bacteria are grown as a small culture in Lysogeny Broth (LB) and plated onto agar plates with
ampicillin. The bacteria which growon this plate are resistant to ampicillin and are so selected for further
growth. The bacteria are grown further in 700ml warm AMP-LB medium till the medium achieves a
optical density of 0.8. The bacteria are then induced using IPTG and allowed to grow for 12 more hours.
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Figure 3.4: Electron micro-graph, TEM of birefringent microspheres and ﬂuorescence imaging of GFP labeled kinesin
coupled to birefringent microspheres. a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of birefringent microspheres
with a diameter of 72040 nm (N = 17). b) Fluorescence microscopy image of motor-coupled microspheres using a high
motor concentraধon shows that GFP-labeled motors are bound to microspheres.
The next step is lysing the bacteria to extract kinesin from them. The bacteria are concentrated as a
pellet by centrifugation, the pellet is suspended in lysis buffer and sonicated with a tip sonicator in a cold
room for 60s (6 x 10s pulses with 20s intervals). The lysate is further centrifuged to separate proteins
from the cellular debris. The supernatant post centrifugation is passed through a 1ml HisTRAP (GE
healthcare, 17‐5247‐01) at aflow rate of 1ml/min. Theprotein is elutedusing 300mMImidazole in elution
buffer. Samples are collected at every stage of the expression and purification and stored on ice to be run
on a SDS-PAGE gel as shown in Figure 3.3. This protocol was performed in collaboration with Nagmeh
Azadfar.
The expressed rK430 was characterized for purification efficiency on a PAGE-Gel (Figure 3.3) and for
normal motility using a routine TIRFmotility (stepping) assay ( Subsection 3.3.2). To carry birefringent
microspheres over microtubules, requires a robust coupling protocol of motors to microspheres.
3.2.3 Antibody coupling of kinesin to birefringent microspheres
The coupling of rK430 to a birefringent microsphere is undertaken in two steps, the first being, an N-
hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) mediated reaction of anti-GFP antibody on the birefringent microsphere
surface followed with the passive binding of the C-terminal GFP of rK430 to the antibody. The pro-
tocol for synthesis of birefringent microspheres is described in detail in Appendix A.2.3, along with the
subsequent acrylate coupling to NHS and PEG.
To couple the anti-GFP antibody (Protein facility, MPI-CBG, Dresden), we used a final antibody
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concentration of 35 μg /ml. The microspheres were incubated with the antibody for a minimum of 45
minutes on ice. Microspheres tend to cluster over longer time and sonication for 45 seconds both, before
and after the addition of antibodies is recommended. The sphericity of the microspheres is not lost
during the coupling protocol and is verified using a TEM as shown in Figure 3.4.
Microspheres coupledwith saturating concentration of kinesins rK430, are seen as fluorescent spheres
under an inverted epi-fluorescentmicroscope (Figure 3.4). Microspheres were coatedwith kinesin rK430
along with a PEG brush which prevents motor protein denaturation 15 and microsphere coagulation.
Further assays are performed at single-molecule conditions, to study the mechanics of the individual
protein.
3.3 Characterization of rK430 and the experimental hypothesis
A kinesin moving on a microtubule follows a stepping rate dependent on the ATP concentration in
the motility buffer surrounding it. We hypothesize that depending on the mode of translation it would
undertake sequential 180rotations for every 8 -nm step. Akinesinmotor follows a stepping rate of about
50-100 steps s 1 79 at 1 mMATP. The microsphere attached, being a significantly larger object compared
to the motor has a large rotational drag and torsional stiffness thus, the transferred torque only amounts
for small percent of the actual rotation at the step. This percentage is determinedby the torsional stiffness
of the motor. The torque generated by the motor is balanced by the optical torque like in a torsion
balance.
3.3.1 Experimental protocol for single molecule rK430 experiment
Method: Microtubule polymerization
Microtubules arepreparedby incubating a tubulindimer solutionwith 1 μl GTP, 1 μlMgCl2 and 1 μl DMSO.
The solution is thoroughlymixed and incubated at 37 C in a hot air oven for 30min. Fiveminutes prior
to the termination of microtubule incubation, 990 μl BRB80 is warmed up to 30 C and mixed with
10 μl taxol. 1 μl of microtubules are transferred to 100 μl of BRB80-taxol solution and kept at 37 C .
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Method: Flow-cell and motility assay
The motility assay is performed in a flow-cell made of two glass cover-slips separated by a fixed distance,
using parallel aligned parafilm strips. The cover-slips are easy-cleaned and silanized (Appendix B.1.1) to
increase hydrophobicity. To this flow-cell, 20 μl , 60μg/ml anti-tubulin antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, Ger-
many) is added and incubated for 15-20 minutes. The anti-tubulin antibody sticks to the hydrophobic
surface, subsequently binding to microtubules, producing a surface coated with microtubules. The an-
tibody is then washed with BRB80 and replaced with a 20 μl , 1 % by weight, hydrophilic non-ionic co-
polymer surfactant, F127 (Sigma-Aldrich,Germany). F127 is incubated for further 15minutes andwashed
thrice with 203 μl BRB80. To this flow-cell, the diluted microtubule solution is added and incubated
for 15 minutes.
The motility assay requires the preparation of motility buffer, which is a solution of 200 μl BRB80-
taxol with 4 μl Casein, 2 μl nucleotide solution (ATP, AMP-PNP), 2 μl D-Glucose, 2 μl Glucose oxi-
dase, 2 μl Catalase and 2 μlDTT. The antibody-coupled microspheres in Subsection 3.2.3 are incubated
with the appropriate concentration (10000x, for single molecule conditions) rK430 solution for 8 min-
utes at room temperature. The GFP on the C-terminal of rK430 forms a stable bond with the anti-GFP
antibody. These microspheres are then diluted 50x in motility buffer and flowed through the micro-
tubule coated-flow-cell.
The kinesin molecules attached to the microspheres are then attached to an individual microtubule
via optical tweezers, to perform the assays mentioned in the following sub-sections.
Motor functionality under single-molecule conditions
To confirm that motors were functional after coupling, we placed motor-coupled microspheres onto
surface-immobilized microtubules using the optical tweezers. After turning off the trap, we tracked the
microsphere motion using LED-DIC 19. To ensure single-molecule condition only about 1 out of 4 mi-
crospheres showed motility 18. At a temperature of 29.2 C 107, we measured a microsphere speed of
0:85  0:11 μm /s (N = 19, all errors are s.e.m. unless stated otherwise) with an average run length of
3:5  0:3 μm (N = 19) consistent with the motor speed and run length of 0:95  0:07 μm /s and
2:5  0:3 μm (N = 24), respectively, measured by single-molecule fluorescence microscopy without
microspheres and literature values 18,70. The agreement confirmed the functionality of the motor when
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attached to a microsphere
3.3.2 Stepping velocity as a control for normal functionality
rK430 the truncated construct has been reported tobe a stably expressing, functional construct ofKinesin-
1 bymany researchers in the fieldof singlemolecule kinesinmotility 37,177. It has been shownbyKawaguchi
& Ishiwata 79 that the stepping rate of kinesin increases with temperature but the force remains constant.
In our study, kinesin rK430motors are tested for their speed under singlemolecule conditions 18 using
the TIRF microscope and found to have a speed of 0.95 0.07 μm ,N=24, with an average run length
of 2.5 0.3 μm at 29.2 C . The higher speeds can be attributed to the high temperature at which the
measurement are performed. The experiment when repeated with single molecules of rK430 bound to
birefringentmicrospheres with the attached kinesinmolecules were taken andmotility performed under
singlemolecule conditions. The corresponding speedwas obtained to be 0.850.11 μm /sec,N=19. The
speeds were concluded to be significant with a t-test, t = 3.44 and degrees of freedom = 30 between the
freely moving kinesin speed data from TIRF microscopy and that with the microsphere attached to the
kinesin. The corresponding two-sided p value is 99.5 percent. After establishing the functionality of
kinesin we measured the torsional stiffness of the truncated construct.
3.3.3 Measuring torsional stiffness to check feasibility of torque transfer
To testwhether both themotor-head–microtubule and, in particular, themotor-stalk–microsphere link-
age are rotationally constrained and can sustain torque, we place motor-coupled microspheres under
single-molecule conditions onmicrotubules using a linearly polarized laser trap (inset Figure 3.5a). In this
experiment, we use the non-hydrolyzable ATP analogue adenylyl β,γ-imidotriphosphate (AMP-PNP).
When AMP-PNP is bound to motors, they are thought to be in a two-heads-bound state mimicking
the predominant motor conformation at high ATP concentrations. In contrast, at low ATP concentra-
tions, kinesin is preferentially bound by one motor head not being able to sustain torque 117. To observe
the angular orientation of the microsphere, we removed the Nomarski prisms of our custom-built dif-
ferential interference contrast (DIC) microscope, which we use to visualize single microtubules 19. The
removal converts the setup to a polarizing microscope, in which the polarization direction of the visible
illumination is rotated 45 relative to the trapping laser polarization. Thus, when viewed under crossed
polarizers, trapped microspheres have maximum brightness. Subsequently, we rotated the laser polar-
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Figure 3.5: Kinesin structure and twisধng of a motor coupled to a birefringent microsphere.
a) The rat kinesin-1 construct has two N-terminal motor heads, a neck linker (NL, red), a hinge domain (black), two
coiled-coil domains (CC, blue) truncated ađer amino acid 430, and two, C-terminal GFP ﬂuorophores (green). b) Im-
age sequence of a rotaধng, motor-aħached birefringent microsphere with radius R = 0:65  0:04 μm viewed under
crossed-polarizers in AMP-PNP (ধme between frames: 136ms). c)Microsphere image intensity vs. ধme (black line). The
relaxaধon was ﬁħed to I / sin2( 12 [1  exp( (t  t0)=trot)]) with an oﬀset t0 and trot = 0:98 0:05 s (orange line).
Inset: Schemaধc of the twisধng experiment not drawn to scale. d, Back-scaħered laser intensity as a funcধon of ধme.
10 periods are shown including one on the rise (inset).
ization by 45 to the extinction position and thereby twisted the motor. After the trap was turned off,
the microsphere brightness, quantified by an average intensity over a region of interest around the mi-
crosphere, increased again (Figure 3.5 a). This increase is consistent with a rotation back to the initial
microsphere orientation. Note that we did not use an infrared filter in front of the camera that we could
detect when the laser was turned off. A control measurement confirmed the expected image-intensity
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dependence on the rotation angle (Figure 2.3). For the twisted kinesin, the rotation back to the initial
state was well described by an exponential (orange line in Figure 3.5c) with a relaxation time constant
trot = γrot=κmotorrot , where γrot = 8πηR3λ is the rotational drag coefficient with λ  1:12 accounting for
the surface proximity23 assuming a distance of 50 nm. Using the known viscosity η and microsphere ra-
diusR, we determined the torsional stiffness κmotorrot = γrot=trot of themotor to be 4:00:5 pNnm rad 1
(N = 9) consistent with the reported values 38,59.
Figure 3.5a is a snapshot of birefringent microsphere as the attached kinesin relaxes from an angle of
45 labeled “1” to an angle of 0 labeled “16”. The intensity of the microsphere increases 1 through 16,
as expected for a birefringent particle rotating from extinction to maximum transmission for the said
angles. Figure 3.5 b is the graph of transmitted microsphere intensity versus the time of relaxation. The
initial  2 seconds shows the microsphere being rotated by 45 from equilibrium. The jump, labeled
“trap contribution”, was the effect of the laser intensity on the detection diode. At the point “trap off”
the microsphere was set free from the trap and relaxed from point 1 through 16 as described before. The
relaxation rate along with the drag of the medium gave us the torsional stiffness of this rK430 molecule,
which was 3.9 0.5 pNnm rad 1 consistent with that observed by Gutiérrez-Medina et al. 59 .
3.3.4 Winding up the stalk of rK430
Todetermine howmuchwe could twist themotor stalk, we changed the laser to circular polarization after
we turned off the trap. When we turned on the laser again, we measured on average 10:4 0:5 (N = 12)
clear oscillations in the back-scattered laser intensity—independent of the rotation direction—before the
oscillation amplitude was comparable to the noise level (Figure 3.5d and Figure 3.6). The oscillations are
consistent with a motor that can be twisted by at least 5 full turns.
The Figure 3.6 shows the recorded rotations of a microsphere within 0.3 seconds of switching on
the circularly polarized trap. The red shaded area on the left is where we expect the motor to coil up.
The microsphere rotates by 3 turns (6 periods in the rotation signal with circularly polarized light) after
which no modulation of the back-scatter signal is observed. At a certain point, the rotation signal is
found to suddenly jump to another level we attribute to an unspecific binding event of the microsphere
(grey shaded area). A second jump at  0.2s occurs after which the microtubule rotates freely. The
microsphere diameter was 800 nm and the laser power 25 mW. We tried the same measurement 6 times
each in circularly polarized light in clockwise and counterclockwise direction. For clockwise rotation, we
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Figure 3.6: Rotaধon of an AMPPNP bound kinesin molecule with an aħached microsphere using circularly polarized
light.
The kinesin-microsphere system is iniধally aħached to the microtubule when the trapping light with circular polariza-
ধon is suddenly turned on. The rotaধon signal was recorded as a funcধon of ধme (see text for details). The microsphere
rotates by 3 turns (6 periods in the rotaধon signal with circularly polarized light) ađer which no modulaধon of the back-
scaħer signal is observed. At a certain point, the rotaধon signal is found to suddenly jump to another level we aħribute
to an unspeciﬁc binding event of the microsphere (grey shaded area). A second jump at 0.2s occurs ađer which the
microtubule rotates freely. The microsphere diameter was 800 nm and the laser power 25 mW. We tried the same mea-
surement 6 ধmes each in circularly polarized light in clockwise and counterclockwise direcধon. For clockwise rotaধon,
we had 10, 12, 12, 13, 9 and 10 oscillaধons while for the counterclockwise rotaধon, we had 8, 10, 10, 11, 12 and 8
oscillaধons.
had 10, 12, 12, 13, 9 and 10 oscillations while for the counterclockwise rotation, we had 8, 10, 10, 11, 12 and
8 oscillations. Together, these measurements show that the birefringent microspheres are good probes
to study the torsional properties of the motor and, therefore, its rotations and the possible generation of
torque.
The torsional stiffness of rK430 is sufficient for transferring torque to the microspheres and also for
storing torque in its structure. The next step is to test if motility with the birefringent microspheres is
accompanied with the predicted rotation of the microspheres are observable.
3.4 rK430 motility and stalk rotation
3.4.1 Calibrationofrotationfromthe intensityoftransmittedvisiblelight
at known angles
The intensity of a birefringent microsphere when observed through a cross-polarized microscope varies
between amaximumandextinction as the angle changes from0 to45, respectively,with reference to the
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Figure 3.7: Free moধlity of a birefringent microsphere aħached to single kinesin molecule.
a, Image sequence with 340ms between displayed frames. The microsphere radius was 2:10  0:05 μm . b, Micro-
sphere posiধon (blue thin line) and average intensity per pixel (red thick line) of the images in a as a funcধon of ধme. A
sinusoidal line (black) is drawn as a guide to the eye.
long axis of polarized light. The Figure 2.3 shows a plot of transmitted intensity of visible light through
a birefringent microsphere. The microsphere is rotated from an angle of -10 to +50 using linearly
polarized trapping laser. The minima observed at 0 is higher than that at 45 due to the different
index of refraction at perpendicular axes of the birefringent microsphere. A microsphere if rotated by a
kinesin should show a similar intensity change with the rotation angle.
3.4.2 Videotrackingofkinesinmotilityandrotationundercrossed-polarizers
Abirefringentmicrosphere is attached to a kinesin and allowed to step on amicrotubulewith a highATP
concentration of 1mM. The motion of the microsphere is tracked with a video camera and the micro-
scope was adjusted to cross-polarized illumination. The microsphere is left unconstrained i.e. without
the optical trap and proceeds to step with previously reported speeds.
To test whether motors could generate torque during translocation, we performed a motility assay
withmotor-coupledmicrospheres powered by single motors under saturating ATP concentrations (Fig-
ure 3.7). Using the optical tweezers, we placed a microsphere on a microtubule, turned off the trap,
removed the DIC prisms, and recorded on an image sequence under crossed polarizers. During the
translocation, the microsphere brightness changed (Figure 3.7a). Using pattern matching, we tracked
the microsphere and plotted the position and microsphere intensity, determined as above, as a function
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of time (Figure 3.7b). The recorded video is then analyzed with a macro written in Fiji 145,147 to track
birefringent microspheres and record their intensity. The intensity change is consistent with a constant
rotation rate of the microsphere (solid line, Figure 3.7b) implying that the motor was able to generate a
torque sufficient to continuously rotate the microsphere. In about 60% of the tested microspheres, we
observedmore erratic and fast intensity changes consistent with the reported, occasional stalk reversals 59.
Fast changes could occur if the motor spends an extended duration in a one-head-bound state such that
torque is released by a swiveling motion around the neck linker accompanied by rotational Brownian
motion of the microsphere. Such changes occurred on average every 1:3 0:3 s (N = 15) corresponding
to a probability of 4% per step, a value similar to the reported one 59.
The kinesin motility track is represented in Figure 3.7b as a blue line. The velocity of kinesin in this
case was 570 nm s 1. As shown in Figure 3.7a the intensity of the microsphere changes from amaximum
to aminimumand back tomaximum, a rotation of 90. The asymmetry of themaxima in this curve at
time t=0 s and t=5 s, we attribute to the difference in the ordinary and the extraordinary axis of refraction
of a birefringent object. In Figure 3.7, the kinesin traversed a distance of 27 μm in 5 seconds thus taking
about 70 steps in one second. The video is recorded with 15 frame per second. Any information on the
rotation event of a single step is completely lost. Also, the torsional relaxation rate of the microsphere
was too slow, to be able to detect any discrete rotational steps. These experiments confirm that themotor
can generate significant torque at saturating ATP concentrations. To achieve a higher resolution, we
use optical tweezers combined with a rotation detector based on the back-scattered trapping light—an
optical micro-protractor (Figure 2.2).
3.5 High resolution tracking of kinesin rotation using an optical micro-
protractor
3.5.1 Motility of kinesin with a force clamp
We tested whether we could independently record both translational and rotational motion. Using a
force clamp 26 and a high ATP concentration (1mM), we observed a significant rotation signal uncor-
related to the translational signal (Figure 3.10a). In contrast, at a low ATP concentration (1μM), we
did not measure a significant rotation signal (Figure 3.10b). In the former experiment, we could not
quantify the rotation signal because the motor took many steps resulting in a nonlinear rotation signal
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Figure 3.8: Moধlity of birefringent microspheres in staধc trap
a) A 1.02 μm diameter microsphere. The red curve indicates the displacement of the microsphere while the kinesin
moves. The stall force can be computed by mulধplying 0.059 pN/nm with the displacement. The black curve indicates
rotaধon of the microparধcle from the equilibrium orientaধon as a consequence of the moধlity of the kinesin. The signal
in rotaধon due to cross talk from the translaধonal moধon has been subtracted. The rotaধonal trap sধﬀness if 9560
pN nm/rad and the rotaধonal sensiধvity 410 rad/V. (b) The parধcle is of 0.64 μm diameter. The trap sধﬀness is 0.051
pN/nm, rotaধonal trap sধﬀness 6883 pN nm/rad and rotaধonal sensiধvity 255 rad/V.(c) The parধcle is of 1.06 μm
diameter. The trap sধﬀness is 0.05 pN/nm, rotaধonal trap sধﬀness 8892 pN nm/rad and rotaধonal sensiধvity 297
rad/V.
response. Also, for large rotations, the translational displacement sensitivity depended on the rotation
angle (Figure 2.4a) precluding constant force measurements. Therefore, we performed measurements
using a stationary optical trap.
The static trap assay for detection of rotation is limited to recording short stretches of motility. The
motor detaches as soon as the stall force is reached. Much like the recordingwith the video, it is interesting
to observe the rotation of motor over longer times, while retaining the measurement resolution and
sensitivity of the optical trap.
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Figure 3.9: Measurement of cross-talk between the translaধon and rotaধonal signal
The cross talk in the rotaধonal signal while the birefringent microsphere aħached kinesin exhibits moধlity ađer being
trapped in a staধc trap. The corresponding cross talk in the raw signal is 0.1 percent. The diameter of the microsphere
was 65028 nm.
In a force feedback or a force-clamp assay, a motile microsphere is followed by moving the stage so
that a constant backward load is maintained on the motor. While this is the basis of the ”force clamp”
mode 148, it may be noted that the system becomes complicated due to the presence of the birefringence
in themicrosphere. The calibration for the translational position sensitivity in the two orthogonal direc-
tions is initially performed with the axis of birefringence defined by the axis of linear polarization. The
value of the sensitivity along the two orthogonal directions were found to be different. However, as the
microsphere rotates, the direction of the axis changes and hence the sensitivity also changes (Figure 2.4).
This effect has not yet been considered in the ”force clamp” measurement that is performed and could
lead to lower clamp-force as the microsphere rotates.
3.5.2 Static trap
To quantify the torque, we calibrated the back-scattered laser intensity signal of a birefringent micro-
sphere trapped with an elliptically polarized laser (Figure 2.4b). We ensure that the ellipticity is small
enough that microspheres do not rotate spontaneously. The elliptical polarization was essential for
achieving a linear angular response (Supplementary Theory). Furthermore, to remain in the linear angu-
lar response range and to avoid changes in the displacement sensitivity, we used a high torsional stiffness
of the trap. In addition, we measured and corrected for a small angular cross-talk with increasing dis-
placements (Figure 3.9). After we determined the angle sensitivity and torsional stiffness, we placed the
motor-coupled microspheres on microtubules and recorded the position, force, angle and torque of the
microsphere (Figure 3.8). At sufficiently high ATP concentrations, single motors simultaneously dis-
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placed the birefringent microspheres from the trap center and rotated them (blue and red lines, respec-
tively). Motors generated force up to about 5 pN and torque up to about 100 pNnm (Figure 3.8a–c). As
in the force-clamp experiments (Figure 3.10b), motors did not generate any torque at low ATP concen-
trations (Figure 3.8d). In this case, the positional noise on the traces was larger. The absence of rotations
and the higher positional noise are consistent with the motor beingmostly in a one-head-bound state 117.
On close inspection, both the displacement and angular traces show discrete steps when the motor ap-
proaches its stall force. Because positional steps had a higher signal-to-noise ratio, we used an unbiased
step detector 20 to determine time points at which positional steps occurred (blue and yellow shaded re-
gions in Figure 3.8). To determine how large angular steps were, we averaged the angular trace over the
dwell time of the positional steps and marked the average position and angle during a dwell with black
lines. Individual angular steps concurrentwith displacement stepswere on average 0:270:03 (N = 21)
large. The angular steps correspond to an increase in optical torque of τstep = 13:6 1:2 pNnm per step
(N = 21). Balancing the torsion of the optical trap with that of the motor using the torsional stiffness of
themotor, the angle that themotor is turning per step is θmotor = τstep=κmotorrot = 19530  (propagated
SEM). This angle is consistent with the expected 180 rotation per step. Interestingly, we observed that
for the translational backward step at 2.7 s that the angular step continued to increase. Only for the next
forward step, the angular step decreased indicating a reversal of themotor rotation direction. Sincemost
angular steps are in the same direction, it also implies that the motor stalk rotates unidirectional even
under conditions in which up to 5 pN of hindering load are applied. Interestingly, we observed angular
steps down to ATP concentration of 50 μM (Figure 3.8c). At 1 μM, we did not observe any steps any
more (Figure 3.8d).
We have tried to ascertain whether the rotations prefer one sense or happen in both senses. We placed
the input laser angle at 20 degrees from the x axis, when the value of (sin2(θ)) is halfway between 0 and
1 so as to exhibit both upward and downward signals to establish clockwise or anticlockwise motion.
Then we allowed the microsphere to move on the microtubule and rotate. We find that the left-handed
configuration is preferred 12 times while the right-handed rotations occurred 8 times out of 20. The
corresponding error in the measurement is about 2 so as to conclude rotation in either sense with almost
equal probability. Typical signals of rotations while the kinesin translates are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.10: Opধcal trapping with force feedback to observe longer moধlity traces a)Moধlity of a 990 nm bead mea-
sured with an opধcal tweezers in force-clamp mode. The blue curve indicates the displacement of the microsphere while
the kinesin moves. Trap follows the microsphere while keeping a constant load of 4 pN on it. The red curve indicates ro-
taধon of the microsphere from the equilibrium orientaধon as a consequence of the moধlity of the kinesin. b) Rotaধon of
the microsphere at 1 μM ATP while exhibiধng translaধonal moধon in a force-clamp conﬁguraধon of the opধcal tweez-
ers. The trap is moved in accordance with the posiধon of the microsphere so as to provide a constant hindering load on
the parধcle. The hindering load in this case was 2 pN. It can be seen that the microsphere moves a distance of about 1
μm in 60 sec while there is no rotaধonal signal. This lack of rotaধonal moধon at very low ATP concentraধons can be
an eﬀect observed since only one of the heads of the kinesin is supposed to be bound in the transient state leading to
ineﬃcient torque transfer to the microsphere.
3.5.3 Motility assay with force feedback
3.6 Conclusion
From the single molecule motility experiments, the kinesins seem to rotate while stepping. The mecha-
nism of rotation suggests that such rotation is possible only when a kinesin would processively step in a
symmetric hand-over-hand manner. Interestingly, the energy required for a kinesin to step must be the
summation of the energy required for kinesin to rotate and to translate. Initial calculations suggest that
indeed kinesin is an energy inefficient motor if rotation is not taken into account. Onemolecule of ATP
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has much more energy than the amount kinesin requires, for translation only. Although more theory
and experiments in this direction are required to comment any further on this query.
A closer inspection of relaxation characteristics, in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8 presents interesting fea-
tures which were, during the scope of my thesis, not focused upon. In the case when kinesin heads were
fixed to a microtubule and the birefringent microsphere rotated, we see that the oscillation frequency
is significantly lower than when the particles are rotated freely, during this time one sees bumps in the
basal oscillation amplitude which could relate to certain domains of kinesin folding or unfolding. On
the other hand the ability of kinesin to store torque prods further inquiry into the structure of kinesin
and its flexible domains.
The field of kinesinhas stillmanyunansweredquestions andbirefringentmicrospheres in conjugation
with optical tweezers seem to be promising tools for its future.
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Conclusion
Ashkin et al. 11 first demonstrated optical tweezers as a tool to trap dielectric particles in 1986, since, there
has been little advance in the type of particles used for trapping. The polystyrene and silica microspheres
used in initial experiments, are still being used in the study of forces in biologicalmolecules. WithRM257
microspheres we were able to introduce an extra degree of control of the optical trap. This is achieved by
synthesizing highly birefringent microspheres so that spin angular momentum from a circularly polar-
ized light beam can be transferred on to these spheres. An added advantage of the microspheres, which
we employed in this thesis is the ability to measure small angular changes induced on these particles by
an external source like molecular motors.
Birefringent microspheres find many interesting and potentially useful applications in optical traps
and biology. Their high birefringence results in large torques acting to spin or align the particles, and
the torque can be measured optically (Chapter 2). Moreover, it is possible to measure rotations of these
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microspheres independent of the optical tweezers since the high birefringence results in a characteristic
diffraction pattern, the intensity as a function of angle can be easily calibrated in a simple light micro-
scope with crossed polarizers (Figure 2.3). The ability to measure angles and torques, finds use for these
microspheres as sensors to measure the properties of the surrounding fluid, like the cytoplasm and other
non-newtonian fluids. It is easy to couple my microspheres to bio-molecules, thus allowing their use
as “tools” for the manipulation of microscopic polymers, like DNA, to study coiling and super-coiling
properties and the associateddrag due to their chemical structure. An interesting approachbeing recently
discussed as an application for RM257 microspheres is to couple them to cellular surfaces to study the
rotational component of cellular translocation or to observe local activity of membrane cytoskeleton. A
simpler application would be to employ RM257 microspheres as tools for controlled rotation and align-
ment of cells and micro-engineered components in lab on chip devices. The high rotation rate of these
microspheres in circularly polarized lightwhen suspended in a fluid results in flowof the fluid around the
particle, thus opening applications of controllablemicropumps. In a recent work, rotatingmicrospheres
have enabled a control on the direction of growth of individual axons 173. This helps to unravel axonal
path-finding which is important in the development of the nervous system, nerve repair and nerve re-
generation. By using the rotating particles one can create a localized microfluidic device generating shear
force against the growth cone. This force can then be determined quantitatively.
RM257 microspheres exhibit a higher birefringence in their unpolymerized state compared to when
the individual monomers are cross-linked. The cross linked polymers on the other hand are more robust
against centrifugation and washing steps integral to many bio-coupling protocols. An obvious next step
would be to make stronger unpolymerized birefringent microspheres, which can be achieved by coating
themwith a silica or polymer shell. We have already initiated silica coating of RM257 microspheres with
successful results (Figure 1.9), with further experiments required to standardize shell thickness and sur-
face coupling of molecules. It might be possible to further affect the effective trapping parameters by
controlling the shell thickness as shown in the case of Titania microspheres by Jannasch et al. 75 .
On a different note, nematic liquid crystals like RM257, exhibit ‘defect regions’, the morphology and
the position of which depends on a delicate balance between elastic, enthalpic, and interfacial contribu-
tions to the free energy. A particle with planar degenerate anchoring by itself requires existence of surface
defects, whichmanifest as boojums at the poles of the particle. Localization of fluorescent particles at the
two termini of birefringent microspheres could prove to be an effective way to control bio-molecule lo-
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calization with respect to the birefringent axis.
Birefringent microspheres independent of optical tweezers are indeed capable tools for probing large
angular fluctuations inmolecules and tracking cellular events. In order to achieve higher angular and tem-
poral resolution, the use of optical tweezers is imperative. In a relatively short time, I was able to modify
an existing tweezers microscope to induce and detect torque on RM257 microspheres. Our method of
modification relies on the fact that the polarization of laser beam reflected from the birefringent micro-
spheres depends on the angle of director axis with respect to the polarization angle of incident laser beam.
A change in polarization is then easily converted to a change in intensity via an addition of polarization
beam splitter cube before the back scattered detection diode (Figure 2.2). I believe that the angular reso-
lution and the ease of calibration can be improved further by comparing the phase and the polarization
angle between the forward scatter quadrant photo diode against the back scattered detection diode 58,131.
In the present scenario I implemented a system to rotate the polarization of incident linearly polarized
light with angles as small as 1. The same system is also capable of changing the linear polarization to
circular polarization by changing the angle of quarter-wave polarization plate. It is possible to achieve
these effects faster and more precise by automating the rotation of polarization plates, with controlled
angles. A simple servo motor was indeed employed by me to achieve this automation, but having a
liquid crystal based polarizer would probably be amore efficient tool 126 to calibrate, induce andmeasure
microscopic torque.
Tracking individual steps of singlemolecularmotors like kinesins andmeasuring small forces is ideally
performed with optical tweezers, additional ease of calibrating spherical birefringent microspheres has
added an extra dimension in the study of simultaneous stepping and rotation of kinesin. But how does
this discovery affect the overall understanding of molecular motors, specifically kinesins? The torsional
stiffness of kinesins has always been an area of interest since Howard 69 and Hunt & Howard 72 raised
the question of kinesin, being ‘more machine or more animal’.
Kinesin perform a cyclical action of binding, exerting force and detaching from microtubules. The
lack of any organization of kinesin over microtubules means that a rigid kinesin would only have a lim-
ited degrees of freedom to search for the microtubule orient in the direction of motility and exert force.
This problemwouldbemore severe in the presence ofmultiplemotorsworking together to achieve larger
forces as is evidenced in living systems. Both of these problems kinesin has could be solved by being a
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flexible molecule. It is known that kinesin is interspersed with non-structured domains which could be
flexible. Our experiments with truncated kinesin shows that the kinesin motor is indeed flexible and can
store up to 12 turns within its structure, while being stiff enough to induce torque on the birefringent
cargo so as to induce rotation for every translational step undertaken. The torsional stiffness measured
from the relaxation rate of a twisted kinesin, hints at a non-linear response. Gutiérrez-Medina et al. 58
have already shown that mutating or deleting certain domains of kinesin-1 could make it stiffer but a
thorough understanding of the individual domains in the ‘hinge’ and the ‘neck-linker’ region can po-
tentially yield interesting insights into the domain organization of kinesins. A twisting assay with high
resolutiondetectionmight be an ideal tool to study torsionalweaknesses in kinesin-micro domains. Cou-
pled with mutations in hinge and the neck-linker region, it should be possible to create a torque map of
kinesin. A further analysis of the oscillation frequency of bound kinesin would provide insights into the
friction within the protein structure. It is possible that along with the energy that kinesin requires to
undertake steps and induce torque, it also requires energy to overcome the impedance arising from bond
stretching and dissociation.
Asbury et al. 8 back in 2003, showed that themotion of kinesin overmicrotubules performs a so-called
‘limping’, with a longer ‘dwell-time’ for every alternate step. This implies that there exists an asymmetry
in the structure of this molecule which causes it to wait longer for one step over the other. Our exper-
iments with high resolution angle detection would shed light into this quandary, with a possibility to
comment on the symmetricity of themotion of individual heads of kinesin over themicrotubule. At the
first glance when looking at the rotation of the birefringent cargo in a force clamped setupFigure 3.10, it
seems that the kinesin prefers to rotate in the same direction as against rotating alternatively clockwise
and anti-clockwise. This hints towards a symmetric hand-over-handmechanism, but it is very well possi-
ble that the kinesin performs a combination of symmetric and asymmetric hand-over-handmotion with
the symmetricity decided by the stepping rate of themotor. The symmetric hand-over-handmechanism
of kinesin means that the cargo would always remain under constant uni-directional torque from se-
quential rotary steps. If the cargo has a torque applied, then the moment the motor head detaches from
themicrotubule, this torque should be released at a time-scale much shorter than the time it takes for the
motor to undertake the subsequent step. Our data implies the kinesin heads undergo ‘electrostatically
guided’ gliding over microtubules, and that this allows them to remain bound to the microtubule 55.
In summary, I was able to synthesize spherical birefringent microparticles with intrinsic anisotropy
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for rotation detection. The sphericity of these microspheres and a control of size and birefringence has
allowed us to develop a calibration protocol to resolve small angular steps, and transferred torque. More-
over, we were able to see previously unseen rotation speeds of microparticles suspended in a fluid. An
understanding of the surface chemistry of RM257 microspheres has enabled me to develop a novel pro-
tocol of coupling these particles to bio-molecules like kinesin. Birefringent microspheres as cargo of
truncated kinesin add another dimension to the study of motor motility over microtubule filaments. It
was verified that kinesins can store and transfer torque to its cargo and individual steps of kinesin were
co-related to the rotation of the birefringent microspheres.
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A
Microsphere synthesis
A.1 Synthesis of birefringent microspheres
Materials
Chemicals
• Mesogen/liquid crystal precursor RM257; Merck
• Photoinitiator Darocur 1173; BASF
• Analytical ethanol
• Deionized and degassed water
Equipment
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• ULTRA-VITALUX ultraviolet high-pressure lamp (13.6W at UVA)
• IKA C-MAG-HS7, magnetic stirrer with heating plate
• Glass beakers with a volume of 250ml and 1000ml
• Laboratory glass bottles with screw cap (PP, blue, integral lip seal) and a volume of 250ml or
500ml
A.1.1 Synthesis of non-polymerized birefringent RM257 microspheres
Solution A: liquid crystal-precursor solution
1. Heat 50ml ethanol to 55 C in a glass beaker of 100ml volume.
2. Add 25mg of the mesogen RM257 to the preheated ethanol and stir the solution with a magnetic
stirrer (300 rpm) while maintaining the temperature.
Solution B: Heated ethanol solution
1. Add 200ml water to 300ml ethanol in a glass beaker of 750ml volume.
2. Heat the solution to 7 Cwhile stirring with a magnetic stirrer (300 rpm).
Reaction: Birefringent microspheres
1. Once Solution B has reached 75 C , add Solution A in a drop-wise manner while stirring the
solutionwith amagnetic stirrer. The stirring speed should be as high as possible without forming
bubbles. The ethanol-water mixture has to be maintained above 69 C since this is the nematic
transition temperature for the mesogen RM257, above which it forms a nematic liquid crystal.
2. Let the solution evaporate at 75 Cuntil only 200ml of the solution remains. The solution should
turn milky by then. The rate of evaporation can be controlled by sealing the beaker with a per-
forated aluminum foil. An increase in the area of perforation increases the evaporation rate, thus
resulting in smaller particles; and vice-versa, a decrease in the area of perforation decreases the rate
of evaporation resulting in larger particles.
3. Let the solution cool down to room temperature.
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4. The microspheres can be stored in a glass bottle with cap at 4 C for several weeks with shaking
once every week.
A.1.2 Synthesis of polymerized birefringent RM257 microspheres
Tomake polymerized microspheres, change the following steps in Section 1.2:
1. Solution A: Add 250 ,mg photo-initiator Darocur 1173 to Solution A. The concentration of the
photo-initiator is 10 higher than the mesogen.
2. Reaction: Do not cool down the solution in the last step of the reaction. Instead, cover the whole
beaker containing themilkymicrospheres solution with an aluminum foil and expose the sample
to UV-light for 30min at 75 Cwhile constantly stirring it (300 rpm). The distance of the lamp
to the microspheres solution is 15 cm,
3. Let the solution cool down to room temperature.
4. The microspheres can be stored in a glass bottle sealed with a cap at room temperature for several
months.
It must be noted that Polymerized microspheres are extremely stable and may remain suspended for
months depending on the size. The microspheres can be concentrated by centrifugation.
A.1.3 Synthesisofnon-polymerizedbirefringentmicrospheresembeddedwith
photo-initiator for surface activation (activated microspheres)
Tomake birefringent microspheres with embedded photo-initiator, follow Subsection A.1.2 while skip-
ping Step ‘2’.
Leaving out the UV-polymerization step allows for the microspheres to remain in nematic liquid crys-
talline state preserving the trapped photo-initiator for polymerization. The acrylate groups exposed on
the microspheres surface and the acrylate groups of other non-RM257 molecules like Acrylate-PEG or
Acrylate-NHS are concatenated by RM257 catalyzed polymerization (Figure 1.6).
Unpolymerized microspheres are less stable and remain suspended for 3–4weeks depending on the
microspheres size. The microspheres can be concentrated by evaporation as mentioned above. The UV-
light exposure time(30min.) anddistance(15 cm) to the samplewas optimizedby a test series. It is possible
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to couple bio-molecules to these microspheres via a silica coating of the particles. Alternatively, acrylate
polymerization of exposed acrylate groups of the crystal precursor RM257 can be covalently coupled to
polyethylene glycol (PEG). For example, PEG is used as linker to attach functional single molecules to
surfaces74.
Materials
Chemicals
• Activated birefringent microspheres as synthesized in A.1.3
• Acrylic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester(NHS-Ac), Sigma
• mPEG-Acrylate (mPEG-AcMn 2K), Creative PEG works
• BRB80 buffer, pH 6.8 see Appendix
Equipment
• ULTRA-VITALUX ultraviolet high-pressure l amp (13.6W at UVA)
• 35mm plastic petri-dish, Nunc
• 500 μl plastic tubes, eppendorf
• Ice-box/Ice
Reaction: PolymerizationofacrylategroupsonRM257 surfacewithacrylategroups
of NHS-Ac and mPEG-Ac
1. Pipette out 200 μl activated birefringent microspheres in a 500 μl tube. Place the tube on ice and
let it cool to 4 C .
2. To this tube add 10 μM 10 μlmPEG-Acrylate solution. Mix the solution by pipetting 10x. let it
cool for 2 min.
3. Add to this, 1 μl , NHS-Ac solution (in DMSO). Pipette gently 10x and incubate for 2 min.
4. Pipette out the entire solution into 3 drops of 100 μl onto a pre-cooled petri-dish (on ice).
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5. Place the iceboxwith the petri-dish under theUV lamp. Make sure that the lamp is directly above
the dish. Expose to UV for 20 seconds from a distance of 15 cm.
Reaction: Coupling protein toNHS activated microspheres (NHS-Ms)
1. Collect the NHS-microspheres from the petri-dish into a 500 μl tube. Place on ice
2. While this tube is in ice, add the protein of interest and pipette gently 40. Incubate for 2 hours
on ice.
A.1.4 Protein coupling of polymerized birefringent microspheres
Reaction: Reaction: Polymerization of acrylate groups on polymerized RM257 sur-
face with acrylate groups of NHS-Ac and mPEG-Ac
To couple proteins to polymerized microspheres, change the following steps in section 1.3:
1. Step 1: Replace ”activated birefringent microspheres” with equal volume of ”polymerized bire-
fringent microspheres”
2. Step 1: Additionally add 20 μl , photo-initiator Darocur 1173.
3. Follow rest of the steps in section 1.3.
This protocol can be used for coupling any molecule (protein) with an exposed -amine group. For
kinesin motility assays in chapter 3 we couple anti-eGFP antibody to the NHS group on activated bire-
fringent microspheres. As mentioned before NHS is reactive to Water. The reaction rate of NHS with
water is relatively slower to that of NHS with -amine at low temperatures. Hence the solution is incu-
bated on ice through out the reaction. Excess unreacted -NHS on the microspheres can be quenched
with proteins like BSA or casein.
A.2 Alternative routes to surface modification of RM257 birefringent mi-
crospheres
A.2.1 Silica coating of polymerized RM257 microspheres
Silica coating ofmicrospheres 134 makes them robust and allows the application of standard surfacemod-
ification reactions. The silica shell is produced via a conventional base-catalyzed, sol-gel reaction via the
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hydrolysis and condensationof tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) in ethanol according to the Stöber et al. 156
method modified by using RM257 microspheres as negatively-charged cores and using the surfactant
Cetrimoniumbromide (CTAB) as a template formesopores which are formed through the self-assembly
of CTAB.This protocol was first established by SumanDe in our lab for silica coating of nano-diamonds
and modified further to suit RM257 microspheres.
Materials
Chemicals
• Analytical ethanol, Sigma-Aldrich
• Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) solution 30%; Sigma-Aldrich
• Polymerized RM257 birefringent microspheres
• Cetrimonium bromide: (C16H33)N(CH3)3Br also called cetyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide or
hexadecyl trimethyl ammonium bromide often abbreviated by CTAB; Sigma-Aldrich
• Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS); Sigma-Aldrich
• Ammonium nitrate solution (NH4NO3); 15 g/l in ethanol
• Deionized water
Equipment
• Heidolph Type 50300 magnetic mixing plate
• Laboratory glass bottles with crew cap (PP, blue, integral lip seal) and a volume of 100ml
• TEM grids: 400Mesh, hexagonal, Cu (G400H-Cu, Science Services) subsequently coated with
Pioloform and carbon
Method
The coating method was originally based on the formation of polydisperse, mesoporous silica micro-
spheres 57 of type MCM-41 89. The pores with a diameter of about 3–4 nm result from worm-like mi-
celles (with a persistence length of about 15 nm) that CTAB forms at concentrations well above its critical
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micelle concentration (CMC 1 mM; we use about 10mM) 28,152 in particular in the presence of nega-
tively chargedmolecules. The surfactant and ethanol 102 are also crucial for amonodisperse 180 coating on
negatively charged, nanometer-sized cores 82. Ethanol (i) segregates to the micelles and swells them and
(ii) slows-down the hydrolysis and condensation reaction of TEOS promoting the growth of spherical
particles via a reaction-limited monomer-cluster growth, also called Eden growth, in combination with
Ostwald ripening (pp. 199–201 in 143). The shell thickness is determined by the amount of both, CTAB
and TEOS 134.
Solution A: CTAB solution
1. Dissolve 80mg CTAB in 1.32ml deionized water and 600 μl analytic ethanol in a glass bottle.
2. Stir the solution using a magnetic stirrer (600 rpm) until it gets clear.
3. Store at 4 C .
Solution B: Washing solution
1. Dissolve 1.5 mg ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) in 100ml analytic ethanol in a glass bottle.
2. Stir the solution using a magnetic stirrer until it gets clear.
3. The solution can be stored for several weeks at room temperature.
Reaction: Silica coating
1. Take 15ml birefringent microspheres in a glass bottle and cool on ice.
2. Add drop-wise 25 μl of NH4OH to the microspheres. Pipette the solution to mix uniformly.
Note:NH4OH is extremely volatile. Perform the entire reaction in a hood
3. Add 2ml of Solution-A to the solution above in a drop-wise manner. Stir gently on ice for 30
min.
4. Add 150 μl TEOS to the bottle. With this amount, a shell thickness of 80–100 nm is expected
at the end of the reaction. Note:TEOS is hygroscopic and should be stored in a moisture free
environment (inert gas)
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5. The solution is stirred with amagnetic stirrer (200 rpm) at room temperature for 30minutes.The
solution should be milky without any clusters or precipitates.
6. Now incubate this solution overnight at room temperature with a gentle shake every hour.
Cleaning and storage
The following cleaning procedure can be applied only to Silica coated polymerizedRM257microspheres.
1. Gently agitate the silica coated RM257 microspheres by pipetting.
2. To remove CTAB, wash themixture 2with the washing solution (Solution-B; use about 3–5ml
per step). Start by centrifuging the silica coated microspheres at 10,500 rcf for 10min. Discard
the supernatant.
3. Re-suspend the pellet from the last washing step in 5ml BRB80.
4. Store the solution at 4 C in glass bottles.
Preparation for TEM imaging
1. Dilute 1 μl of silica coated RM257 microspheres in 9 μl EtOH (100%)
2. Add a drop of 3 μl of this solution onto the grid.
3. Wait until the drop evaporates and then add additional 3 μl .
4. Wait until the drop evaporates.
5. Image the microspheres using a TEM.
A.2.2 SurfacemodificationofsilicacoatedofRM257microsphereswithAPTES
Chemicals :
• Silica coated birefringent microspheres
• 2-amino propyl-triethoxy silane APTES
• Anhydrous DMF
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Figure A.1: Reacধon mechanism of embedded photo-iniধator Darocur 1173, acধvated with Carbonyl-diimidazole (CDI).
An Alternaধve route of coupling proteins to birefringent microspheres employs the hydroxyl groups of embedded photo-
iniধator to couple amine moieধes of proteins to the microspheres.
• Ultra-Sonicator
• Dialysis Tubes 100KDa
• Sulfo-NHS-Biotin
Reaction
1. Dissolve 50mg Sulfo-NHS-LC Biotin in 270 μl anhydrous DMF
2. Add 31.8 μl APTES and shake for 1.5 hour at RT
3. Optional- Verify product with TLC
4. React 500 μl silica coated particles with 100 μl of Silanized biotin at ph 7.5, agitation for 40 h at
RT
5. Dialyze in DI H2O using dialysis tube. changes over 48 hours, Store final product in 4 C
A.2.3 SurfacemodificationofRM257microsphereswithcarbonyl-diimidazole
N,N’-Carbodiimide (CDI) is a zero length crosslinking reagent used to couple primary amines to car-
boxyllic acid functional groups. CDI reacts with the hydroxyl ion (OH-) of proteins or other organic
compounds, forming a reactive intermediate that is subsequently reacted with an amino group (-NH2).
This reagent can be used to couple two proteins, and is commonly used in protein immobilization to a
solid support or membrane. Conveniently, CDI can be used in both aqueous and organic solvent sys-
tems.
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Chemicals :
• polymerized RM257 birefringent microspheres
• Tetrahydrofuran (THF), Sigma-Aldrich
• Carbonyl-diimidazole (CDIMW 162.15), Sigma-Aldrich
• Deionized, degassed water
• Protein of interest (Anti-eGFP)
Method
Reaction
1. Start by centrifuging the polymerized RM257 microspheres at 10,500 rcf for 10min.
2. Discard half of the supernatant and add same volume of THF. Repeat 5. In the last step replace
the entire volume of supernatant with THF.
3. Add 50mg/ml (0.3M) cabonyldiimidazole CDI and incubate for 2 hours.
4. Wash the microspheres with cold water.
5. Add (fluorescent)protein 10mg/ml, incubate for 24 hrs.
6. Wash and observe for coupling (fluorescence).
The reaction assumed that Darocur 1173 was trapped in the RM257 microspheres.The presence of
Darocur 1173 was checked with PCl5. Similar reaction was conducted in the absence of THF, but only
in the presence of BRB80 buffer. The aqueous scheme of reaction was the only way to modify non-
polymerized birefringent microspheres using CDI.
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B
Silanization of cover-slip
B.1 Hydrophobic silanized coverslips for flowcells
(Protocol standardized by Tobias Jachowski)
During ‘silanization’ the hydrophilic surface of a coverslip glass will be coupled to a hydrophobic
layer of FDTS (Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane). A hydrophobic surface is important if you want to coat
the surface of the coverslip with antibodies – eg. for experiments that need an antibody coating on the
surface of the coverslip in order to immobilize distinct proteins of your sample onto the surface (like
stickingmicrotubules via α-tubulin onto a surface). Antibodies [AB] can be easily immobilized onto hy-
drophobic surfaces – they adsorb via hydrophobic interactions. AB coatings on hydrophobic surfaces are
more stable than on hydrophilic surfaces, that’s why a hydrophobic surface is crucial. The advantages of
silanization are: 1) The level of hydrophicity of the surface can be adjusted by different FDTS incubation
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times. 2) The FDTS is covalently bound to the glass surface, thus is irreversible andwill not peel off. This
is the big advantage compared to Teflon treatment, as the Teflon layer is less ‘robust’ and tends to peel
off the glass surface. Additionally, one can pretreat a glass surface with FDTS prior to spin coating with
Teflon, to stabilize the Teflon layer and get a very hydrophobic surface. Storage: The silanized coverslips
can be stored in a closed container for long-term usage.
B.1.1 Protocol
Ingredients
• use fresh easy-cleaned coverslips (* each cleaning step should be performed for 15min during the
easy-clean protocol)
• 1 x microscope slide
• 70% EtOH
• H2O (deionizedMillipore H2O for all steps !!)
• 250 ml 1 MHCL inMillipore H2O
• 100 µl FDTS
• Sonicator with heating function
• Desiccator, vacuum pump, N2-supply
Part 1
1. clean a microscope slide with 70% EtOH (rub with clean lint-free tissue), H2O, dry with N2
2. Put the clean coverslip into the desiccator (*bottom part of the desiccator)
3. put easy-cleaned coverslips in 1 MHCl
(use ‘easy-clean glass-container’ here)
4. sonicate 99 min, 75 ˚C (→warm up time 39 min→ 60 min @ 75 °C ) (* careful when taking the
container with hot acid out of sonicator!)
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5. 3 x washes in H2O
6. dry coverslips with N2, thoroughly
7. dry the glass container with N2 to later store the silanized slides
Part 2: Silanization procedure
1. Place dry coverslips into the desiccator
(* don’t cover the hole in the ground plate for pipetting the FDTS)
2. Apply vacuum on desiccator, 10 min to remove remnant H2Omolecules
(* stop vacuum: close blue valve clockwise on top of the desiccator to keep vacuum in desicca-
tor, close red/white valve counterclockwise at the vacuum tube, remove vacuum tube from the
desiccator’s top inlet)
3. Fill the desiccator with N2
(* no ambient air! ConnectN2 outlet tip to the desiccator’s top inlet, switch onN2with slow flow,
carefully open counterclockwise the desiccator’s blue valve, fill up with N2 until lid of desiccator
floats on top, close blue valve clockwise, disconnect N2)
4. Opendesiccator andpipette 0.1mlFDTSonto the coverslip in thebottomof thedesiccator through
the hole in the ground plate
(* after using FDTS, fill the FDTS bottle up with N2 before closing it !!)
5. Apply vacuum on desiccator ( 20 mbar), 35 min
(** optimum time varies –Tobi found out that 25 – 40min is the best compromise between stable
adsorption of IgG and low extend of unwanted complete denaturation of IgG)
Part 3: Test the hydrophobicity of the coverslip
1. Take one silanized coverslip and place a drop of 0.02 ml of H2O onto the coverslip, observe the
water droplet for its surface curvature.
2. The coverslip has a sufficient hydrophobicitywhen thewater drop is ‘well-curved’, meaningwhen
the angle between the lateral surface of the water drop and the glass surface is > 90.
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3. Hydrophobicity is not sufficient, when the water droplet ‘flattens out’ on the glass surface and
when the described angle is < 90. In this case, repeat the silanization / last protocol step with
incubation times of 5 – 10 min, until the coverslips show the right hydrophobicity.
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C
Compounds and recipes
C.1 Chemicals for motility assay
C.1.1 Britton-Robinson buffer, BRB80
Ingredients
• piperazine-N,N′-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid) (PIPESMW 302.37) - 80mM, Sigma
• Ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTAMW 380.35) - 1 mM, Sigma
• Magnesium Cloride (MgCl2 203.3), Merck
• Potassium hydroxide (KOHMW 56.11) - 100mM,Merck
Method
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1. Prepare a solution of 4.83g PIPES, 76mg EGTA and 40.66mgMgCl2 in 140 ml water.
2. While stirring the solution add KOH until the buffer solution is clear.
3. Adjust pH to 6.9 with KOH.
4. Transfer to volumetric flask and fill up to the appropriate volume.
5. Filter throughMillipore ”Stericup” 0.22 μm .
6. Aliquot 10 ml and store at -20 C .
C.1.2 NHS-Ac Stock solution (30 mM)
Ingredients
• Acrylic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS-AcMW 169.13) - 30 mM, Sigma
• Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSOMW 78.13), Sigma
Method
1. Add 5.1mg NHS-Ac to 1 ml DMSO. Pipette or shake till completely dissolved.
2. Make 10 μl aliquots and store at -20 C .
Note: NHS ॾ extremely sensitive to moisture. Make sure to ﬂush inert gॼ (e.g. N2, Argon) into
the stock vial and storage vials.
C.1.3 NHS-PEG-Ac Stock solution (30 mM)
Ingredients
• Acrylic acid, Poly ethylene glycol, N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS-Ac MW 3.4k) - 30 mM,
Sigma
• Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSOMW 78.13), Sigma
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Method
1. Add 102mg NHS-PEG-Ac to 1 ml DMSO. Pipette or shake till completely dissolved.
2. Make 10 μl aliquots and store at -20 C .
Note: NHS ॾ extremely sensitive to moisture. Make sure to ﬂush inert gॼ (e.g. N2, Argon) into
the stock vial and storage vials.
C.1.4 mPEG-Ac stock solution (150 mM)
Ingredients
• Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether acrylate (mPEG-AcMn 2k) - 150mM, Sigma
• BRB80, see C.1.1.
Method
1. Add 300mg mPEG-Ac to 1 ml BRB80. Shake till dissolved
2. Make 10 μl aliquots and store at -20 C
C.1.5 Magnesium Cloride (MgCl2)
Ingredients
• Magnesium Cloride (MgCl2 MW 203.3)- 100 mMMerck
Method
1. Add 203mg D-Glucose to 10ml ddH2O. Stir till dissolved.
2. Make 10 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C .
C.1.6 Adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP)
Ingredients
• Adenosine Triphosphate, disodium salt (ATPMW 605.2)-100 mM, Roche
• Magnesium Cloride (MgCl2 MW 203.3)- 100 mMMerck
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Method
1. Add 605.2mg ATP to 700 ml 100 mMMgCl2(in water) . Stir till dissolved.
2. Measure in UV spec, adjust to desired concentration.
3. Make 10 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C .
UV spectroscopy
1. Dilute 1:3000 in double distilled water (ddH2O). Once diluted check pH.
2. Put 1 ml into 1 cm cuvette, blank against ddH2O.
3. Measure absorbance at 260 nm.
• Extinction coefficient ε = 1.54 x 10 3 [L mol 1 cm 1]
C.1.7 Adenylyl-imidodiphosphate (AMP-PNP)
Ingredients
• Adenylyl-imidodiphosphate (AMP-PNPMW 529.9)-100 mM, Sigma-Aldrich
• Magnesium Cloride (MgCl2 MW 203.3)- 100 mMMerck
Method
1. Add 529.9mg AMP-PNP to 700 ml 100 mMMgCl2(in water). Stir till dissolved.
2. Measure in UV spec, adjust to desired concentration.
3. Make 10 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C .
UV spectroscopy
1. Dilute 1:3000 in phosphate buffer(PBS).
2. Put 1 ml into 1 cm cuvette, blank against (ddH2O).
3. Measure absorbance at 259 nm.
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• Extinction coefficient ε = 1.54 x 10 3 [L mol 1 cm 1]
• Lambda max = 259nm (O.IM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0)
• EmM (259nm) = 15.4 (O.IM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0)
• Ratios: A250nn/A260nm = 0.80
• A280nn/ A260nm = 0.15
C.1.8 Casein
Ingredients
• Casein from bovine milk, Sigma-Aldrich
• BRB80
• Filter 0.45 μm , Millipore
Method
1. Add 1g Casein to 35 ml BRB80. Stir in a cold room till dissolved (over night).
2. Place the thick viscous fluid standing up in a 4refrigerator for 12 hours.
3. Decant the supernatant and centrifuge in a precooled centrifuge at 8500 rpm.
4. Discard the pellet and filter supernatant through 0.45 μm filter.
5. Measure in UV spec, adjust to desired concentration.
6. Make 20 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C .
UV spectroscopy
1. Dilute 1:20 in ddH2O.
2. Put 1 ml into 1 cm cuvette, blank against (ddH2O).
3. Measure absorbance at 280 nm.
• Extinction coefficient ε = 0.67 [L mol 1 cm 1]
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C.1.9 Catalase
Ingredients
• Catalase (240 kDa)-2mg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich
• Magnesium Cloride (MgCl2 MW 203.3)- 100 mMMerck
Method
1. Add 4mg Catalase to 2 ml BRB80. Stir till dissolved.
2. Measure in UV spec, adjust to desired concentration.
3. Make 5 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C
UV spectroscopy
1. Dilute 1:10 in BRB80.
2. Put 1 ml into 1 cm cuvette, blank against BRB80.
3. Measure absorbance at 276 nm and 406 nm.
• A276nm (l%, lcm) = 12.9 Extinction coefficient ε = 31.4 x lO4[L mol I cm I]
• A406nm (l%, lcm) = 6.9 Extinction coefficient ε= 16.6 x lO4[L mol I cm I]
C.1.10 Dithio-DL-threitol (DTT)
Ingredients
• Dithio-DL-threitol (DTTMW 154.25), Sigma-Aldrich
Method
1. Add 154.25mg DTT to 1 ml ddH2O. Stir till dissolved.
2. Make 5 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C .
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C.1.11 Dimethyl·Sulfoxide (DMSO)
Ingredients
• Dimethyl·Sulfoxide (DMSO 99%), Sigma-Aldrich
Method
1. Make 10 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C .
C.1.12 D-Glucose, Dextrose
Ingredients
• D-Glucose, Dextrose (MW 180.16) 1M, Sigma-Aldrich
Method
1. Add 3.6g D-Glucose to 10ml ddH2O. Stir till dissolved.
2. Make 10 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C .
C.1.13 Glucose Oxidase
Ingredients
• Glucose Oxidase from Aspergillus niger (160 kDa)-20mg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich
• BRB80
Method
1. Add 200mg Glucose oxidase to 10 ml BRB80. Stir till dissolved.
2. Measure in UV spec, adjust to desired concentration.
3. Make 5 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C
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UV spectroscopy
1. Dilute 1:100 in BRB80.
2. Put 1 ml into 1 cm cuvette, blank against BRB80.
3. Measure absorbance at 276 nm and 406 nm.
• Extinction coefficient ε = 31.1 x lO4[L mol I cm I]
C.1.14 Guanosine Triphosphate (GTP) disodium salt.
Ingredients
• Guanosine Triphosphate disodium salt (GTPMW 567.1)-25mM, Sigma-Aldrich
Method
1. Add 28.35mg Glucose oxidase to 2 ml ddH2O. Stir till dissolved.
2. Measure in UV spec, adjust to desired concentration.
3. Make 5 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C
UV spectroscopy
1. Dilute 1:1000 in ddH2O.
2. Put 1 ml into 1 cm cuvette, blank against BRB80.
3. Measure absorbance at 260 nm.
• Extinction coefficient ε = 11.7 x lO3[L mol I cm I]
C.1.15 Paclitaxel, Taxol
Ingredients
• Paclitaxel (MW 853.93) 1mM, Sigma-Aldrich
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Method
1. Add 1.7mg D-Glucose to 2ml DMSO. Stir till dissolved.
2. Make 10 μl aliquots, flash freeze and store at -20 C .
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